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Abstrakt: V dnešní době rozmachu mobilních technologií stále více firem vybavuje svoje 

pracovníky v terénu (obchodní zástupce, pojišťovací agenty, servisní pracovníky apod.) 

mobilními aplikacemi pro zefektivnění jejich práce. Na trhu existuje několik univerzálních 

aplikací, které však vyžadují použití nějakého middleware anebo je nelze dostatečně 

modifikovat pro specifické potřeby zákazníka. Zde přichází na řadu vývoj vlastní mobilní 

aplikace. Cílem této práce je zanalyzovat požadavky na takovéto aplikace a na základě toho 

navrhnout sadu znovupoužitelných komponent, které ulehčí vývoj takovýchto nativních 

aplikací na platformě Android.  

Součástí práce bude pilotní aplikace demonstrující použití jednotlivých komponent na 

vzorových datech. 
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Abstract: Today, in the era of mobile technology boom, more and more companies equip 

their employees working in the field (salesmen, insurance agents, service workers etc.) with 

mobile applications in order to improve the efficiency of their work. On the market, there 

exist several universal applications which, however, require using some middleware, or they 

cannot be sufficiently modified to the customer specific needs. In this case comes the 

development of custom mobile application. The aim of this work is to analyze the 



 
 
 

requirements for such applications and based on this analysis propose a set of reusable 

components that will facilitate the development of these native applications on the Android 

platform. 

This work will also include a pilot application demonstrating the use of individual 

components on the sample data. 
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1 Introduction 

By the term “mobile business application” we mean an application that is running on 

a mobile device (such as mobile phone or tablet), and it serves companies to do their business 

more efficiently and faster. Typical use cases for the mobile business applications are: 

• Creating orders 

• Field data collection 

• Filling forms and surveys 

• Monitoring compliance of the contractual terms 

• Access data from ERP/CRM systems 

• Inventory control 

• Concluding contracts 

• Merchandise delivery 

• Order tracking 

• Sales support 

In this thesis, we will consider the following words to be equivalent – customer/client and 

item/article/product. Typical scheme of a mobile business application is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 - Typical scheme of a mobile business application 
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Nowadays, thanks to the boom in mobile technology (and also thanks to a great expansion 

of the Android platform) more and more companies start to use mobile applications. 

A growing demand for mobile applications is proven by the fact that only in the year 2012 

over $26 billion was spent worldwide on mobile business applications, and this amount is 

expected to almost double to $56 billion in 2017 based on the Global Mobile Enterprise 

Business Application Revenue Forecast 2011-2017 report from Strategy Analytics (1). It also 

predicted that 200 million workers in the field will use at least one business-focused 

application in the year 2013. According to the Antenna Software, 42% of companies are 

developing mobile application for their employees.  

Unlike the situation a few years ago when mobile applications were domain of big 

companies only, nowadays the main demand for mobile applications is coming from small 

and medium size companies. Another significant difference is that mobile applications in the 

business change their position from auxiliary applications to the “line of business." 

This demand is caused by the decreasing cost of mobile devices and price of mobile 

applications for the business (due to increasing number of competitors). However, the main 

reason is that these companies recognized the benefits of mobile applications for their 

business, and they also realized that these applications will pay them back the initial costs 

several times and will save them a considerable amount of time. Mobile applications enable 

these companies to conduct their business faster and much more efficiently. They also 

increase employee productivity. Companies use mobile applications for countless possible 

purposes e.g. for online store systems, support of the sale or sales itself, marketing, 

for creating orders or contracts, or for filling out wide variety of questionnaires or surveys. 

The value of mobile applications is also in the opportunity to respond immediately to the 

actions and to always have up to date and correct data that allows users to make right decision 

just in time. 

The mobile business applications have some very specific requirements compared to other 

mobile applications (like games, IM/social network clients etc.). Probably the most essential 

of these specific requirements are the followings: 

• Possibility to work offline 

• Use of peripheral devices 

• Long battery life  

• Good readability in daylight 

• Intuitive application control 
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• Direct connection of applications to company ERP/CRM system 

The most fundamental feature is the possibility to work offline because the connection to 

the internet may not always be available (for example in remote locations or a basement), 

and this fact can not prevent the user from doing his work. There are two important peripheral 

devices that are being used. One of them is mobile printer; the second one is the laser bar code 

scanner. The third important element is the long battery life. This means that the application 

should be aware that it is running on a mobile device, and it should act according to it 

(e.g. should perform CPU intensive task only when the device is plugged in and charging, if it 

is possible). Also, the next requirement of a good readability in daylight sounds rather like 

a hardware requirement than a software requirement, but in the software way this could be 

achieved by the well-chosen contrast of each graphic element of the application. Intuitive 

application control is important for the user comfort and also the most common tasks should 

be accessible quickly from the application's main screen to help users to concentrate on their 

work instead of navigating through the application. Finally, the last requirement is a direct 

connection of mobile application with company systems. This requirement reflects the fact 

that most of the companies have already solved most of their agenda by the software which 

they are using, and they do not want to have another one if they can have all the data imported 

to the existing software solution. Also, an increasing number of companies require that the 

look of the application fit to their corporate identity.  

Similar existing applications, frameworks and platforms that are designated for enterprise 

application creation on Android platform, are discussed in chapter 2 Related Work. Followed 

by chapter 3 Applications Analysis where the main needs and features of business mobile 

applications are described in detail. In the next chapter, 4 Reusable Components individual 

components that were designed based on the applications needs analysis are described and it 

also talks about how to create data model for business applications and also provides some 

tools to make data model design easier and allows generation of the code from the model. 

Chapter 5 Sample Application shows the usage of created components in practice with 

sample data in a sample application which is also part of this work. Finally, the Conclusion 

contains summary of this whole work and discusses benefits of this work and its future 

development. 

1.1 Choosing a Mobile Platform 
There are currently three main players on the field of mobile platforms – Android (code in 

Java), iOS (code in ObjectiveC) and Windows Phone (code in C#/Visual Basic, UI in 
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XAML). The market share of these platforms is shown in Table 1. Important consideration in 

the process of choosing a mobile platform for a business application is that the chosen 

platform should have enough suitable devices. Devices should be both technically suitable, 

which means to have devices with different screen sizes, resistant and industrial devices, 

devices with special hardware configurations (such as integrated laser bar code scanner or 

NFC reader). The devices also have to be price suitable because when a company decides to 

equip 100 of their employees with a mobile phone, it is not a negligible cost. The platform 

should also provide a good environment for connecting peripheral devices e.g. Bluetooth 

scale. Which for example Windows Phone does not have, because Windows Phone 7 version 

still does not allow to pair other device than hands-free. The platform should also be widely 

used and should provide easy installation of applications that are not on platform's application 

market store, because most of the enterprise business applications are not distributed via this 

channel. The reason for this could be the specific terms of the application stores, or simply the 

fact that a company does not want to make the application available for unauthorized persons 

(who can, for example, disassemble the application, which would represent a potential threat). 

For example, on iOS platform developers can distribute "Ad-Hoc" application off the market 

only to 100 devices (unless they have iOS Enterprise Deployment service). 

Android platform meets all of the above-mentioned requirements – there are many devices 

running on Android including industrial devices, devices with special hardware and devices 

for a reasonable price. Android also has very good APIs for connecting peripheral devices, 

and it is one of the most widely used mobile platforms (see Table 1). Finally, it provides easy 

off market applications distribution (e.g. over push notification or via email), and companies 

can even create their own private marketplace tied to user accounts over which companies can 

distribute the application and its updates. Moreover, it is an open source (this may not always 

be a positive argument), so if the company wants for some reasons to disable any of the 

system features or customize built-in application, it can make its own build of the OS 

containing these changes. However, we have to mention that in most cases, uploading of the 

customized OS build to the phone or tablet can result in the loss of warranty. Another reason 

for choosing Android platform is that Android native applications are written in Java. Unlike 

Windows Phone, which is running on the .NET platform and uses C#, the Java language for 

Android is still lacking some features like LINQ in C#, respectively Stream API in Java 8, 

which makes the development a little bit easier and faster. Moreover, Android SDK does not 
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have some features like WPF in .NET, so things like paging of the list or grouping the list 

have to be done manually every time. 

 

Table 1 - USA and Europe mobile OS market share (2) 

Operating system 1Q2013 Market Share (%) 
Europe 

1Q2013 Market Share (%) 
USA 

Android 70,4 52,0 
BlackBerry 2,5 0,7 
iOS 17,8 41,9 
Symbian 1,2 0,3 
Windows Phone 6,8 4,6 
Others 1,4 0,5 
 

1.2 Usage of Mobile Applications in Companies 
The companies use mobile business applications primarily for data collection, or to allow 

users to have access to key data from company ERP/CRM systems in real time in the field.  

These important data are usually invoices after due date, customer credit limits or actual 

exchange rates. So workers in the field can make right decisions based on these data, and they 

do not have to prepare them (usually by printing them out) before meeting with the client. 

The advantage of this approach is that data are always up to date and well organized.  

In case of collection of data, we can divide it to data collection and creating orders. 

By collecting of data, we mean monitoring of compliance of contractual terms (product 

placement in the store), reading electric/gas meters, filling out surveys or documenting 

insurance claims.  

In case of creating orders (which is a particular case of collecting data), the application has 

information about current availability of items in stock, and also can calculate the final price 

including customer benefits and discounts in cooperation with company ERP/CRM system. 

Company system immediately processes created orders, so there is no need to wait for the 

employee to return to the office and bring the paper order, and the whole process of ordering 

is significantly accelerated. Usually, when the employee returns to the office the order is 

shipped or ready to be shipped to the customer. User can also print an invoice for the 

customer on the portable printer or send the customer copy of the invoice in PDF (or in some 

another format) to the email. 

1.3 Native Applications vs. Web Applications 
Basically, we can divide these applications in two categories – native applications for the 

platform (Android platform in our case) and web applications. We will also include 
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applications that only wrap around the web application (this kind of applications is sometimes 

also called mobile hybrid applications) to the category of web applications. Typically, these 

applications contain only some kind of WebView component that only shows the web 

application. This method is mainly used to enable push notifications to the application or to 

enable the user to have an icon of the application on the home screen. Comparison of different 

types of mobile applications can be seen in Table 2. 

In case of native applications, they are very fast and powerful but they are designed only 

for one platform. They also have full access to device hardware, such as camera, Bluetooth 

port or gyro sensor. If a company wants to port application to another platform, they have to 

completely rewrite the application in the destination platform language (for example from 

Java on Android to ObjectiveC on iOS). Another important fact about native applications is 

that the offline functionality of the application can be done much more easily compared to the 

web applications. 

On the other hand, the web applications are slower, but they can be run on different 

platforms by default and when they are well designed and implemented (in the responsive 

way) they can be also used on regular desktop computer or laptop. In this document, we will 

be only talking about Android native applications written in the Java using Android SDK, 

which can use WebView components for some specialized parts (e.g. online reporting from 

ERP/CRM). Thanks to HTML5 developers can also implement the offline functionality for 

the web application, but, as was mentioned in the previous paragraph, it is more difficult 

compared to native applications and this approach is not suitable for large amounts of the 

data. 

 

If developers create a native application that is native for more platforms (e.g. iOS, 

Android, Windows Phone) they can use tools like Xamarin or Titanium (both tools will be 

described later). Idea of these tools is to have only one source codes (in the ideal case) for 

various platforms. Negative aspects of this solution are application overhead (applications are 

usually larger); in most cases developers have to write a separate code for the view layer (UI), 

since each platform has different APIs, event model, etc. 
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Table 2 - Comparison of different mobile application types 

App type Performance Multiplatform  Development 
cost 

Distribution 
through app 

market 

Access to 
device 

hardware 
Native Highest No High Yes Full 

Web Low Yes Normal No Partial 

Hybrid High Partial Normal Yes Full 

 

1.4 Hardware  
An ideal device for a mobile worker in the field is a mobile phone equipped with GSM 

module, 4”-5” touch screen (well readable in daylight) and Bluetooth. Tablet devices are 

rarely used, because there are very few tablet devices that have a built-in GSM module. 

However, the situation is getting better now thanks to device vendors (Lenovo, Samsung, 

Google or Dell). Tablets are used mainly for presenting advertising papers or videos which 

can be difficult to read on smaller displays, especially if they contain many details. 

If a customer wants to have a device with large screen, the phablet is the choice. Bluetooth is 

important for the possibility of connecting peripheral devices such as a portable printer, 

bar code scanner, keyboard, or special styluses able to capture pressure level or hands-free 

(that is very useful for the workers who drive a car). Another important aspect for choosing 

a device is battery life (some devices even have two batteries, so the user can replace the 

battery without the need to shut down the device). The possibility to lock screen rotation is 

also a frequently used feature, because in most cases, screen rotation is undesirable, and it 

only delays the work. 

Some customers may have special requirements on device shielding (waterproof, IP code) 

or special hardware features such as built-in laser bar code scanner. Such resistant devices can 

be found in the portfolio of Motorola or Caterpillar. 

1.5 The Development of Business Mobile Application 
Nowadays, if a company decides to develop a native Android mobile application for their 

employees working in the field (or any other, for example application for managers for 

approving invoices) from scratch they have to develop almost all the parts of the applications 

by themselves. This means to create components such as remote management of the 

application, data grouping, showing data on the map, displaying entities, creating of editing 

entities, data list with advanced features etc., because such components are not part of the 
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Android SDK. If the application design is not done in the right way the individual 

components may not be reusable and there is a lot of “copy paste code” which may result in 

a bad maintainability of the code and in the worst case in an unstable application. 

For example, if the customer list activity has implemented grouping the customers (by the 

first letter of the customer's name) and then there is added a new activity with the documents 

which should be grouped by their type. If developers had a list activity that allows grouping 

data by different data fields, adding the documents activity could be done pretty easily, and it 

could save them a lot of time and thus a lot of money to the company.  

Another reason is that these components are just not universal enough because the original 

application does not require such functionality. If a similar application with slightly different 

requirements is created, developers can use these components during the development of the 

application. For example, the first application has short survey with five questions with 

a choice of answers how the customers are satisfied with company services and if there is 

anything that could be improved. In the second application, company would like to have 

another survey that would contain questions about their competitors. If the application had  

a universal component to define and show the survey, it would save developers a lot of time.  

There exist a few components for Android applications that are discussed in the next 

chapter, but these components mostly serve just for displaying data (e.g. graph components 

from Telerik) or for navigation (e.g. ActionBarSherlock) and nearly none of them provides 

some complex functionality. The aim of this work is to propose and provide such components 

that would complexly cover the needs of company business applications. 

1.6 Project Goals and Requirements 
The idea of this project is to propose a set of components that can be used during the 

business application development on Android platform. We only provide data to these 

components and the way how data should be displayed, and they take care of the whole logic. 

The main goal of this work is to analyze the specific needs of enterprise mobile 

applications on Android platform (target version of Android will be Android 4.4.2 KitKat, 

API level 19) used by workers in the field, and, based on this analysis, to design a set of 

reusable components that will facilitate and fasten the development of these applications. 

The usage of each Android version can be found in Table 3. Any versions with less than 0.1% 

are not shown, and the data were collected during a 7-day period ending on May 1, 2014. 

Also, this work should help with creating the application data model and with importing and 

exporting data from or to the application. These components should cover nearly all scenarios 
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described in the analysis chapter. So, when a company wants to create a new application it 

can take these components and compose the desired functionality of the application from 

them. Of course, the components have to be configured or slightly modified, but this should 

take much less time in comparison to creating the component on their own.  

Last but not least, the goal of this project is to create a sample application (filled with 

sample data) which will demonstrate the usage of these components on practical examples 

and also it will show how to configure the components, and modify them if we need slightly 

different behavior or extend their functionality. 

 

Table 3 - Usage of different Android versions (3) 

Version Codename API Distribution 

2.2 Froyo 8 1.0% 

2.3.3 – 2.3.7 Gingerbread 10 16.2% 

3.2 Honeycomb 13 0.1% 

4.0.3 – 4.0.4 Ice Cream Sandwich 15 13.4% 

4.1.x JellyBean 16 33.5% 

4.2.x 17 18.8% 

4.3 18 8.5% 

4.4 KitKat 19 8.5% 
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2 Related Work 

In this chapter, we will take a closer look at similar existing applications, frameworks and 

platforms that are designed to facilitate the Android enterprise application development 

(or Android applications in general) and make the process of creating such applications easier. 

We will also cover some useful libraries for Android that can be used during the development. 

Some of these libraries will be used later for creating applications components that are part of 

this work. 

First, we will talk about universal Android native applications that are already developed 

and ready to use. In this case, if a company decides to use this application, they only need to 

buy licenses for the application, and they can start using it. In some cases, the data bridge can 

be developed to connect third party software (backend for the mobile application) with the 

company software. Next, we will talk about frameworks that can be used for the development 

of these applications and which make these applications more robust and also contribute to 

a better code maintainability. We will cover both web frameworks and native Android 

frameworks, and we will say to which category each of them belongs. Then we will introduce 

MEAP (Mobile enterprise application platform). These platforms are usually used for rapid 

development of a family of mobile applications that are multiplatform, or they have multiple 

data sources. 

2.1 Existing Universal Applications 
To this category of universal enterprise business applications running on the Android 

platform, we will include applications that are already developed and ready to use. Some of 

them may require development of the data bridge to connect the mobile applications with 

company ERP/CRM system, but in most cases this data bridges are only optional and data are 

stored in the server part of the applications that are controlled by the application suppliers. 

There is very lot of them, so we will take a closer look to one application designated for form 

filling and the second application designated for sales. Other applications will be introduced 

only shortly. 

2.1.1 Fulcrum 
The Fulcrum (http://www.fulcrumapp.com) is a mobile solution for collecting data in the 

field on both iOS and Android platforms. Users can design their own forms for collecting data 

on the Fulcrum web pages. These forms can be composed of existing parts (sections) that 

have been created in some previously created form. Users have a choice from a great variety 
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of elements when they create a new form. These elements include text and numeric fields, 

lists, photos, repeatable sections and more. Another great feature of Fulcrum is a database of 

ready-made forms for different sectors, industries and scenarios, so users do not have to create 

forms from scratch, but they can use an already existing form, or they can modify them to suit 

their needs. The mobile application also provides full offline functionality, if the device has 

no network connection the user can keep in collecting the data and filled forms will be 

synchronized with the server immediately after the device is connected to the internet again. 

A huge advantage of Fulcrum solution is that offline functionality includes maps, so users can 

browse maps even if the device is offline. This is particularly great benefit in areas with poor 

network signal or in a territory where there is absolutely no network coverage such as the 

countries of the Third World. Users can also create and upload their own custom maps that 

contain data they need for work, for example POIs, dangerous areas or geological data that are 

not contained in conventional map data. Fulcrum has published their API, so users can create 

new tools based on Fulcrum functionality, or they can easily integrate the Fulcrum solution 

into their system. All collected data can be viewed and managed through web interface, and 

they can be also exported to a variety of formats such as CSV, Excel or SQLite. 

2.1.2 Salesforce 
The Salesforce (http://www.salesforce.com), as its name suggests, is primarily intended for 

making sales and marketing, and it also serves as a mobile CRM. Since this is a mobile CRM, 

its functionality involves managing contacts, opportunities, tasks, cases, events, leads, 

products or inventory. It also provides Mobile SDK for Android through which server part 

can be accessed. The SDK primarily wraps the OAuth 2.0 and REST API calls to Salesforce 

cloud so developer can focus on the application functionality rather than on how to 

communicate with the CRM. Another part of SDK is a set of predefined components 

(or templates) for displaying and managing data from Salesforce defined using HTML and 

CSS3 (since they are cross-platform, they should look same on all platforms). These 

components include different types of list for displaying contacts (carousel list, tabbed list or 

picture list), components for displaying details of data, components for data input or views for 

map or calendar. We can find in SDK some predefined screens such as settings screen, 

splash screen or about screen. The backend for the mobile client is the very powerful 

Salesforce CRM cloud solution. 

The next list contains a short description of other universal applications: 
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• GIS Cloud – GIS Cloud is mainly focused on creating location and GIS specific 

applications, it has a very sophisticated tool for working with maps and maps data; 

mobile application allows real-time field location and also multimedia and attribute 

data collection (http://www.giscloud.com) 

• iFormBuilder  – iFormBuilder is similar to Fulcrum but unlike Fulcrum it has very 

powerful form logic, this means it supports conditional elements, dynamic values 

or multi-level forms; to each element we can attach documents e.g. blueprints or 

manuals, it also supports forms localization (https://www.iformbuilder.com) 

• POIMapper  – an application for field data collection with XML and JSON 

interface to connect with other systems, another feature is a possibility to use 

dynamic tables (http://www.poimapper.com) 

• EpiCollect – an interesting feature of this solution is that we can link together 

multiple forms, this solution is free and open source, form fields include photo, 

voice record and video (http://www.epicollect.net) 

• OpenDataKit – this solution is also free and open source, complicated forms can 

be designed in XLS format and then converted to XForms (format for 

OpenDataKit) (http://opendatakit.org) 

• DSI – DSI has a set of prepared applications for different verticals e.g. asset 

management, field sale, proof of delivery etc., DSI Mobile Enterprise platform 

enables connecting with some enterprise systems like Oracle, SAP, Microsoft or 

Infor (http://www.dsiglobal.com) 

• FieldWorker  – FieldWorker is also a set of applications for different use cases 

such as inspections, time and materials tracking wireless data collection, also, we 

can define the custom forms, this solution has integrated support of LDAP and AD; 

FieldWorker can be integrated with SQL Server, Oracle or MS Access 

(http://www.fieldworker.com) 

• ArcPad – ArcPad is mainly intended for GIS professionals (e.g. geodesists), 

interesting features are the possibility of editing and capturing geographic 

information or sharing maps between the users 

(http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/arcpad) 

• doForms – doForms are now connected with Salesforce (besides SharePoint, 

Oracle, SQL Server and Microsoft Access), so forms can be synchronized and 
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saved to Salesforce, they also provide prepared templates for different verticals, 

so users do not have to create the forms from scratch (http://www.doforms.com) 

• droidSurvey – this solution allows offline data collection and question flow logic, 

surveys can be filled in the web browser, droidSurvey can be launched in kiosk 

mode (https://www.droidsurvey.com) 

• Mobenzi – Mobenzi has an open API which enables to define dynamic workflows 

over the collected data (e.g. generate follow-up survey based on a filled one or 

notify third party systems about the data change), unique feature of Mobenzi is that 

surveys can be prefilled with data (http://www.mobenzi.com) 

• ArcGIS  – this application is mainly focused on the work with the map data and 

they have set of prepared applications that can users start to use immediately 

(distributed through their ArcGIS Marketplace), ArcGIS has a very powerful map 

reporting engine (including several map layers and community maps), and it has 

also API for developers (https://www.arcgis.com) 

• SugarCRM – CRM system similar to Salesforce that is focused mainly on 

relations with customers (http://www.sugarcrm.com) 

• SAP Business One Mobile – this is a free application for users that have SAP One 

(SAP One is mainly focused on the small and medium business companies) 

solution which provides mobile access to the essential features of SAP One system 

functionality, users can also fully interact with SAP One through the application, 

this means that users can create or edit data through the application 

(www.sap.com/solution/sme/software/erp/small-business-management/mobile-app) 

• Upvise – another CRM solution which besides the standard CRM functionality, 

also provides functionality for forms filling and asset management 

(http://www.upvise.com) 

• Base CRM  – another mobile CRM solution that provides offline functionality, and 

it provides a solution for both small/mid-market companies and enterprises 

(https://getbase.com) 

• Nutshell – the focus of this CRM solution is mainly in creating tasks and 

organizing customers and leads (http://www.nutshell.com) 

 

Disadvantage of these universal existing applications is that in most cases they use the 

proprietary background software. Thus, customers are forced to use another software together 
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with their existing solutions. This can slow down the work because users are not familiar with 

the new software, and if the mobile application backend and ERP/CRM systems are not 

connected in the proper way, the work with them can be really annoying. In many cases in 

practice, the users have to duplicate the entities such as customer or articles manually just 

because the systems are not able to communicate with each other. Most of these applications 

enable importing data to the customers ERP/CRM systems, but that is only importing data. 

If the customer wants to implement features like workflow or triggers, it can result in a large 

amount of extra work (if the supplier of the application is willing and able to implement these 

features). This extra work is sometimes nearly comparable to the work involved to create 

a solution itself. Also, there could be a problem with some minor changes or with changing of 

workflow or application process, since the applications are provided “as it is”, and these 

changes would mean to create a new version (this problem concerns particularly these 

applications that are distributed through the application's markets) of the application for 

a concrete customer and also maintaining this version. Sometimes a problem can also emerge 

if the company wants to customize the UI to their corporate identity because most of these 

applications were not designed to be able to change the graphics. These applications are very 

useful for customers who do not require any particular functionality of the applications, 

and they do not want to integrate the application with some other software. 

2.2 Frameworks for Faster Android Application Development 
There exist several frameworks that are used for Android development in general (some 

can create applications for other platforms as well) that are also suitable for enterprise 

application development. The next list contains probably most widely used frameworks. 

 

• Basic4Android – Basi4Android has its own IDE and applications are created in 

proprietary programming language and then compiled as native Android 

applications, it also has a WYSIWYG editor for Android layouts and supports 

scripts for creating complicated layouts; an interesting feature is the option to test 

activities layout on real phones and tablets via cloud service 

(http://www.basic4ppc.com) 

• Corona SDK – Corona is leading the platform for 2D mobile games, but it also has 

SDK for creating business applications; applications are created in Lua 

programming language, or they can also be developed as HTML5 applications and 

can be connected with enterprise software like SAP, Salesforce or Oracle; Corona 
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enterprise APIs also enable to call native Java or C code 

(http://coronalabs.com/products/corona-sdk) 

• DHTMLX  Touch – this framework is designated for HTML5 web mobile 

applications, including several UI widgets and development tools, it is based on 

JavaScript, it also supports storing data on the client side and the connection with 

server-side (JSON/XML) (http://dhtmlx.com/touch) 

• Dojo Mobile – Dojo is also mobile web HTML5 framework using JavaScript, 

it has components for forms (including predefined styles) and it also supports data 

binding (through MVC), with a combination with PhoneGap it can access some 

native device APIs such as contacts (http://dojotoolkit.org/features/mobile) 

• iUI  – iUI is a very lightweight web mobile framework based on JavaScript, HTML 

and CSS (http://www.iui-js.org) 

• jQuery Mobile  – another web mobile framework optimized for touch control of 

the applications based on the standard jQuery (http://jquerymobile.com) 

• Kendo UI – Kendo UI is a set of web widgets (including graphs and bar code 

components) from Telerik optimized for mobile devices, it supports responsive 

design and MVVM model (http://www.telerik.com/kendo-ui) 

• Mono for Android  – Mono is an open source cross-platform implementation 

of .NET which enables to develop an application for Android in C#, continuation of 

this project is Xamarin (http://monodevelop.com/Download/Mono_For_Android) 

• MoSync SDK – SDK enabling to create native or hybrid application for different 

platforms (including Android) in combination of C/C++ and HTML5/JavaScript 

(http://www.mosync.com/sdk) 

• PhoneGap – PhoneGap provides standardized web APIs to create multiplatform 

application with HTML, CSS and JavaScript, the advantage of PhoneGap is that 

developers can access some native device APIs such as GPS or contacts, PhoneGap 

has also the enterprise version enabling mobile application management or 

enterprise support with guaranteed SLA (http://phonegap.com) 

• RhoMobile Suite – this solution comes from Motorola and is formerly known as 

Rhodes Framework, RhoMobile allows to create multiplatform applications using 

MVC patterns, the views are coded in HTML5 and the logic is written in Ruby, 

RhoMobile suite composes from this parts – RhoStudio (IDE with device 

emulator), RhoElements (a set of components and API), Rhodes (enables creation 
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of native applications), RhoConnect (handles the connection to the backend 

systems), RhoHub (a set of various hosted services), RhoGallery (a kind of 

application store) (http://www.rhomobile.com) 

• Sencha Touch 2 – Sencha is a mobile application framework based on HTML5 

language with about 50 UI elements, with Sencha developers can also access some 

of the device native APIs (http://www.sencha.com/products/touch) 

• SproutCore – another framework from the family of web mobile frameworks 

which provides an implementation of the MVC in JavaScript; it can be combined 

with PhoneGap (http://sproutcore.com) 

• TheAppBuilder  – a mobile platform with a set of prepared applications that can be 

easily customized to customer's needs; it provides creating of private or public 

applications, the user can develop an application by himself or the team of 

AppBuilder can create an application based on the specification (under NDA) 

(http://www.theappbuilder.com) 

• Titanium  – an SDK that allows to create all three types of multiplatform mobile 

applications – native, hybrid and web; most of the code is written in JavaScript, and 

it has integrated MVC support, SDK enables to monitor devices (e.g. remaining 

battery or CPU load) (http://www.appcelerator.com/titanium/titanium-sdk) 

• Andromo – it is a web-based editor with the set of components where users can 

create their own application without coding, it is kind of WYSIWYG editor, the 

created application is then linked and compiled to Android native application 

(http://andromo.com) 

• Android Creator  – a very similar product to Andromo supporting the push 

notifications (http://www.androidcreator.com) 

• jQTouch – jQuery plugin for mobile web development on the touch devices (part 

of the Sencha) (http://jqtjs.com) 

• MIT App Inventor  – a graphical editor created at the MIT university allowing 

users to create the Android native application almost without coding, the user 

simply drags and drops parts of the application in the canvas (e.g. drop the button 

on the canvas and then drop the onClickEvent which is connected to the button), 

connects them and create the workflow of the application (a similar approach like 

Windows Workflow Foundation) (http://appinventor.mit.edu/explore) 
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• xUI  – a lightweight JavaScript framework for building mobile web applications 

(https://github.com/xui/xui) 

• eMobc – another multiplatform open source framework allowing users to create 

web or native mobile applications, it supports offline mode and allows integration 

with server side services (http://www.emobc.com) 

• WebApp .NET – JavaScript micro-framework for mobile application development 

based on AJAX technology with UI components for WebKit-based internet 

browsers (http://trywebapp.net) 

• Xamarin – Xamarin (created by authors of Mono for Android) is a platform for 

creating multiplatform native mobile application in the C# language (C# is directly 

compiled to platform specific application format e.g. Java bytecode on Android), 

they have own IDE or plugin to Microsoft Visual Studio (https://xamarin.com) 

 

There is a very interesting open source framework Androton (4) for creating the UI model and 

data scaffolding, but this framework is at the beginning of the development. 

Most of these frameworks do not have Java as its programming language, and native Android 

applications are generated from other languages (e.g. JavaScript, C++ or Action Script). 

These frameworks are suitable if we want to create multiplatform applications or business 

applications that (especially if we are using web framework) do not handle a lot of data, 

or their business logic is not so complicated.  

2.3 Platforms for Building Business Mobile Applications 
In order to list the ways how we can develop mobile business applications we have to 

mention the mobile enterprise application platforms. A company should consider using the 

mobile enterprise application platform if its requirements meet all of the following criteria 

(this concept was created by Gartner, and it is called the “Rule of three”): 

• Support three or more mobile applications 

• Support three or more mobile operating systems (OS) 

• Integrate with at least three back-end data sources 

According to Gartner, using a common mobility platform, such as an MEAP, brings 

considerable savings and strategic advantages in this situation (5). In this part, we will 

consider for MEAP platforms these platforms which also provide the connectors to the 

existing CRM/ERP systems. 
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Here is the list of probably the most widespread and commonly used platforms for mobile 

enterprise applications: 

• Magic Software Enterprise Mobility – it is a multiplatform environment for 

developing mobile business applications with metadata-driven approach, the 

application code is written only once and then it should be deployed as a native 

application to Android, iOS, Windows Mobile or BlackBerry platform, it also 

provides tools for creating HTML5 web-based applications, part of this 

environment is a set of certified connectors to different systems (e.g. MSSQL, 

Oracle or SAP), and it can be easily extended with features such as MDM or 

private application store, this approach is suitable for the companies that have 

BYOD policy 

• DSI Mobile Enterprise Platform – the DSI is a mobile application development 

platform that comes with several ready-made applications for different business 

verticals (such as proof of delivery, field sale or asset management), this platform 

provides web based IDE for developing applications with a set of blocks for tasks 

such as printing, authorization or connecting application to the external systems, 

Multi-View development tool enables to have one application logic for different 

platforms and then specify which parts will be unique for each platform 

(e.g. different views)  

• Sybase Unwired Platform – a first version of unified mobile platform from SAP 

which is now deprecated and replaced by SAP Mobile Platform, SUP was designed 

to facilitate development of mobile business applications that connect the business 

data on mobile device with backend, this platforms among other things ensured 

the synchronization of the data between the device and backend (including conflict 

resolving, versioning, so the user has access to the previous version of data on the 

mobile device), the developer can decide if the application will be developed as 

native or it will be the web container application, it has support to connect to 

different systems but the main support was for connecting with SAP 

• SAP Mobile Platform – SMP is a complex solution (successor of the SUP) 

provided by SAP that covers most of the needs for the development of mobile 

applications and their subsequent administration, it is de facto merging Syclo 

Agentry, SAP Lean Java Server and Sybase Mobilizer into one product, hybrid 

applications are now developed using Cordova and Kapsel plugins, the framework 
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for native applications is Java with OSGi, it also provides SDK for working with 

OData (including support for persistence and differential synchronization) and to 

simplify communication with SAP NetWeaver Gateway, one of the biggest 

changes (besides the architecture and the fact that SMP can run on Windows, Linux 

and Mac OS) was also the change of the pricing and the licensing model, 

the overview scheme of the entire platform is shown in Figure 2 

• IBM MobileFirst –  the idea of the IBM MobileFirst platform is very similar to the 

previous SMP platform, it also provides a unified environment for developing 

mobile applications that use business data with a set of connectors to the enterprise 

systems, IBM also provides the predefined solutions for some industries and tools 

for reporting and analytics, the platform scheme can be seen in Figure 3 

 

As we mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, these platforms are primarily designated to 

the multiplatform mobile business applications used by large companies. Target group of 

large companies also corresponds with the price that is very high (e.g. licenses for IBM 

MobileFirst for 20 users cost about $30 0001). The biggest advantage of these platforms is 

a set of connectors to the different systems which allow an easy integration with other 

platforms. Some of these platforms also provide prepared solutions for some industry 

verticals. 

 

                                                 
 
1 IBM realized that this model is not very suitable for companies and they came with the new pricing model 
(which is applicable if the company choose the monthly subscription fee) where they provides all for free and 
they take part of the monthly subscription fee from the implementor company customers  
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Figure 2 - Scheme of SAP Mobile Platform 

 
Figure 3 - Scheme of IBM MobileFirst platform 
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2.4 Useful Libraries 
In the following pages, we will describe useful Android libraries and projects that can help 

developers during Android application development in general, and thus, they can also help 

developers with business application development. 

 

• ActionBarSherlock2 – this library enables to use the action bar pattern on all 

versions of Android (from 2.x and higher) with a single API, it also allows action 

bar theming and customization; ActionBarSherlock uses Android support 

(compatibility) library, so when it is possible it uses native action bar and when it is 

not possible it uses a custom implementation (http://actionbarsherlock.com) 

• Android  Annotations – Android Annotations is an open source framework with 

the aim to speed up and simplify Android application development and also to 

facilitate its maintenance, Android annotations are based on Java annotations, 

and everything is done in the compile time, so it has no impact on application 

performance and application overhead is just only about 50kb; it implements 

features such as dependency injection allowing injecting views, resources, services 

and other, saving activity instance state or method call tracing; it creates methods 

that run on a separate thread just by annotating the method with the appropriate tag, 

it also provides event binding, so there is no need to create anonymous listener 

classes; another feature is code generation for REST client API. Users can also 

customize annotation processing, and they can also create their own annotations;  

it supports third party framework integration such as OrmLite, RoboGuice 

or ActionBarSherlock (http://androidannotations.org) 

• Dagger – it is a fast dependency injection for Android based on the Java 

annotations, supporting singletons, lazy injection and a lot more 

(http://square.github.io/dagger) 

• Page View Indicator  – a widget indicating that there exists additional content to 

which user can navigate to (http://viewpagerindicator.com) 

• Sticky grid  headers – StickyGridHeaders is an Android library that enables items 

in the GridView to be grouped into sections with headers, and the headers stay 

                                                 
 
2 At the end of year 2013 Google released ActionBarCompat library (appcompat, part of support library v7), 
which has the same purpose as ActionBarSherlock (ABS), so users should consider to start using it, it also has 
native support of Navigation Drawer pattern which ABS does not have by default 
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pinned on the top of the GridView (so the user can see the actual section) 

(https://github.com/TonicArtos/StickyGridHeaders) 

• Otto – it is a Guava-based event bus based on Java annotations and code 

generation, it provides simple mechanism for registering receivers of messages and 

sending the messages (in some cases it can replace registering interfaces across the 

application) (http://square.github.io/otto) 

• AChartEngine – it is a free library that provides several types of graphs (line, pie, 

range, cubic line, etc.) (http://www.achartengine.org/) 

• Pull To Refresh – a widget that allows refreshing the screen by both pulling down 

from the top, or pulling up from the bottom 

(https://github.com/chrisbanes/Android-PullToRefresh) 

• OrmLite  – it is a lightweight object relation mapping library which supports 

several databases, it provides features like foreign collections, lazy loading, 

transactions and a lot more, the biggest advantage of this library is that it uses 

annotations to mark class to be persistent (http://ormlite.com) 

• GreenDAO – another ORM library, but it only supports the SQLite database 

engine (http://greendao-orm.com) 

• RoboGuice – RoboGuice is a dependency injection framework; it can inject views, 

system services, resources, etc. and it is based on annotations 

(https://code.google.com/p/roboguice) 

• Roboeletric – it is a unit test framework for Android applications that run tests 

against the Android SDK jar directly in JVM (completely without emulator or real 

device) so test runs very fast (http://robolectric.org) 

• Android  Scripting – a scripting layer for Android allows to edit and execute 

scripts (these scripts have access to the majority of the Android API) in an 

interactive way directly on Android devices, currently it is an alpha release 

(https://code.google.com/p/android-scripting) 

• ACRA  – this library allows to log all application crashes (exceptions) and send 

them to the server backend (Acralyzer is one possible backend), the crash contains 

very detail information about the device state and exception (stack trace, shared 

preferences, log cat etc.) it is very useful especially for applications that are not 

distributed via application stores (http://acra.ch) 
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• AspectJ – an aspect-oriented extension of Java language (this is not an extension 

for Android only, but for Java language in general), very useful for logging 

purposes, for example, if developers want easily log the trace execution of all 

activities (https://eclipse.org/aspectj) 

• Jcoord – a small library that provides a simple way for converting various geo 

coordinates formats (UTM, OSGB, etc.) (http://www.jstott.me.uk/jcoord/) 

• iText – a library that enables manipulating or creating PDF files (this library is also 

available for Java in general) (http://itextpdf.com) 

• kSOAP2 Android – a lightweight and efficient implementation of SOAP client for 

Android (based on the kSOAP2 library) 

(https://code.google.com/p/ksoap2-android) 

• Android  support library  – a set of classes (developed directly by Google) that 

provide backward compatible API through most of the versions of the Android OS 

(http://developer.android.com/tools/support-library/index.html) 

• Robotium – Robotium is an open source framework (similar to Selenium, but for 

Android) for creating automatic gray box tests for Android applications, it can be 

used to test the application for which we have a source code, and it can be even 

used for testing applications if we do not have source codes and we have only the 

APK file; it provides a small set of functions (e.g. a function which determines if 

the specified text is present on the screen) but it can create powerful test cases and 

scenarios (https://code.google.com/p/robotium) 

• Mockito – a simple mocking framework for test driven development of Android 

applications (https://code.google.com/p/mockito) 

• Android Mock  – a mock framework based on EasyMock used to mock interfaces 

and classes on the Dalvik VM (https://code.google.com/p/android-mock/) 

• RoboSpice – a modular library primarily intended to facilitate writing 

asynchronous task (especially network related tasks), it also supports caching and 

REST API (https://github.com/stephanenicolas/robospice) 

 

As we can notice almost none of the above-mentioned frameworks or libraries provides 

ready-to-use components that are suitable for the development of native Android business 

applications. If the framework provides some useful components, they are very often tightly 

coupled to the platform as it is in the case of Salesforce. By ready-to-use components, we 
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mean components like the ones that can be found e.g. in WPF framework for Windows Phone 

or in jQuery for mobile applications (respectively jQueryUI). This means components that 

enables us to easily create searchable lists that groups data or components for data scaffolding 

(scaffolding is a technique that uses the specification of data from data model, usually this is 

done by annotating the data model, and based on this specification the code for basic CRUD 

operations is generated), or some prepared activities for which we only define the data source 

and the way in which data should be displayed (e.g. showing POIs on the map). In the 

following chapter, we will make an analysis of several applications that are used by 

companies in the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic. Moreover, based on this analysis 

we will design individual components in Chapter 4. 
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3 Applications Analysis 

In the following text, we will take a look at the custom implementations of several 

applications running on the Android platform; used by Czech and Slovak companies for 

employees who work in the field. These applications are communicating with different 

systems such as Navision or SAP, and these implementations were created during the period 

of 2010 to 2014; we will analyze common parts of these applications. 

This analysis is based on 18 implementations (or specifications that were provided by 

customers) and requirements of mobile applications running on the Android platform 

designed mainly for work in the field. Common parts and needs of these applications will be 

described. The list of analyzed applications with a short description can be found in 

Appendix A. Applications are used by 6 to nearly 500 users. The analyzed applications are 

used for example by breweries for controlling compliance of contractual terms, distributors of 

tobacco products for direct selling and printing invoices on mobile printers, or by a company 

which trades with agricultural commodities for signing orders and contracts with a special 

stylus adapted for capacitive touch screens. Other implementations are used for obtaining  

up-to-date information about customers directly from company ERP/CRM systems (SAP, 

Navision etc.) with a connection to public registers such as ARES, or by technicians for filling 

claim forms; they are also used by marketing staff for data collections or generally for 

improvement of customer services and so forth. The main process of all analyzed applications 

is the process of the visit where the users do most of the tasks (the diagram of a typical visit is 

shown in Figure 5). Typical infrastructure of analyzed applications is shown in Figure 4. 

Although it may seem that these applications are very different, and they have nothing or 

very little in common, they, in fact, have many common features. These common features 

may only have different names since each company has its own domain in which they 

operate. For example one company calls the process of the customer visit “Visit process” 

another one calls it “Inspection process”, yet it is a process that contains a set of steps that 

need to be done at the customer. Another example is that one company calls their customers 

lenders, and another company calls them purchasers, but in fact, it is an entity for which users 

create various tasks such as a visit.  
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Figure 4 - Infrastructure of mobile business applications 

3.1 Important Features 
The most critical feature of all these analyzed applications is a possibility to work offline  

or in a semi offline mode. The difference between these two modes is that if the application 

supports offline mode, all the application functionality can be done without a connection to 

the internet. The individual tasks that were made when the device was offline are enqueued 

and once the device is connected to the internet these tasks are sent to the backend server. 

On the other hand, if the application supports only semi offline mode, it means that most of its 

functionalities are available when the device is offline, but not all of them. Typically, features 

that are not supported in the offline mode are maps, creating of a new customer or check for 

product availability. The fact that maps in mobile business applications usually do not work in 

offline mode may seem misleading, since there are many applications in the applications 

market stores that enable full offline maps functionality (or they can cache some section of the 

map). However, these applications (such as TomTom or Waze) do not embed the maps using 

standard API from Google (currently the Google Maps Android API v2), which does not 

support the map offline functionality or caching. However, the “Google maps” application 

supports offline maps, although this feature is still not available in the API. There are some  

third-party libraries which support offline maps functionality like mapsforge (6), but they 

often do not have such good map layers as Google has. Another very frequent task which is 

not supported in offline mode is creating a new customer, because this process usually 
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requires some steps that need interaction with company ERP/CRM software or sometimes 

new customers have to be manually verified and approved. 

The second most important requirement to these mobile business applications is that these 

applications have to have intuitive controls, and they have to be well readable in daylight, 

and they should have an intuitive navigation . Good readability in daylight is required 

because most of the users work with the application outside. Requirement for intuitive 

application control comes from the fact that users have to navigate through the application 

very quickly with minimal delays, and the most frequented tasks should be accessible in 

a simple way to save users time.  

Another very frequent requirement of companies is to have a background 

communication with the server. This requirement is important because the users do not have 

to wait while the device is communicating with the server, and they can continue in their 

work. When communication with the server ends, the user is notified about this, and he can 

see the result. The most common task that runs on the background is sending a newly created 

entity from the mobile application to the server. However, there exist some tasks which by 

definition have to be synchronous, and they need the interaction from the user. Such task can, 

for example, be full synchronization of application data when the user has to wait until all 

data are downloaded to the application from the server. 

Another typical requirement is a possibility to print  documents on mobile printers (in most 

cases on the Zebra printers; other often used printers are Star or Epson dot matrix printers) 

and creating documents in PDF format, all mobile printers are typically connected through the 

Bluetooth because it is uncomfortable to connect the device with a printer via USB cable 

every time when a user need to print something. Most of the Android devices do not have the 

USB A connector (users can use reduction), or they do not support USB host mode or USB 

OTG. Printers could be also connected via Wi-Fi, but Wi-Fi interface is far more exhaustive 

for battery. There are typically three types of documents that are being printed – orders, 

inventory overviews and delivery protocols. When customers want to have the same 

document printed on a mobile printer and generated to PDF, the most common approach is to 

create one template for mobile printer and second template with the same look for the PDF 

generating, since there is no suitable library for converting PDF files to ZPL/PCL/CPCL or 

vice versa. There exist some libraries, but they are not guaranteed to run on Android platform 

(they are designed for Sun Java or they are written in C++, so they need to be ported to 

Android through NDK) and some of them are not freely available. 
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An unwritten requirement which is assumed as a matter of course is an economical 

approach to the battery, because in the field the battery is the most precious resource for the 

mobile device. This means, for example, such a trivial thing like checking if the device is 

connected to the internet before it wants to communicate with the server, or using BTS 

interpolation for getting the current device location if application does not need the precise 

position (or it can first get a position from BTS interpolation and if it is not precise enough 

than it can obtain a position from GPS). Another way how developers can extend the battery 

time is that they can do some CPU intensive tasks when the device is plugged in and 

charging. If the application has to do some CPU intensive task, the user can use a special 

portable battery chargers to increase the battery life (some devices even support battery hot 

swap). 

The last requirement that we will mention here is the security. The application security 

consists of several aspects – data encryption, encrypted communication with the server, 

secured access to application and ability to remotely delete the application data from the 

device (in case the device is compromised). Security is especially important when the 

application contains sensitive data (e.g. information about debts or foreclosures), or the users 

use their domain accounts to log into the application. The ability of the application to 

remotely wipe out the whole device in case the user loses the device, or the device is stolen 

can be counted among the security requirements as well. 

 

These are the seven main features that have most of the mobile business application in 

common. The ability to obtain GPS coordinates can be included among the main features as 

well. There are, of course, more features and requirements, but these features are already 

either industry-specific, or they depend on the concrete implementation of the mobile 

application for a particular company. An example of these specific features can be 

communication with some particular hardware (such as special Bluetooth probe for 

communicating with electricity meters) or requirement that the application cannot be 

terminated by the user. 
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Figure 5 - Diagram of typical visit process 

3.2 Most Common Activities and Services 
In the following text there will be described activities (activities in Android application 

combine the presentation layer and data logic, it is de facto the screen that the user sees) that 

are common for the applications discussed above. For each activity, we will describe the main 

functionality and features of the activity and what are the typical scenarios for the user with 

this activity. 
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3.2.1 Login 
Login screen is used by applications that somehow require restriction of access. Usually, 

the user enters his login name and password which may be verified against the server side 

(e.g. LDAP server). This screen can also contain the logo of the application or logo of the 

company and the button to remember user credentials. The “remember me” button works in  

two-ways, in one way it will remember the user credentials forever or until the user logs him 

off manually. In the second way, the application will remember the credentials for specified 

amount of time (e.g. 14 days) and if this time expires the user is automatically logged out, and 

he needs to sign in again. An important security feature of login activity is that it never ever 

should save the user's password as plain text. 

There also exist some applications that have only PIN access restriction. This means that 

the user has only to know the PIN number to access the application. It is not an exception that 

this PIN is hard-coded to the application. 

3.2.2 About the Application 
This activity is only informative; it contains information such as logo of the manufacturer, 

logo of the company, currently signed in user (if any), the actual version of the application, 

unsent error reports, possibility to send the feedback about the application or contact to the 

application manufacturer or support line. 

3.2.3 Dashboard 
Dashboard is the main application screen and after starting the application it is the first 

activity that users see (if we omit the login screen). From this activity, the user starts all other 

tasks (it is a kind of guidepost for the user that is often displayed in a table or the list) of the 

application, so it is very important that this screen is very intuitive and straightforward. 

Also, this screen contains the important information about the state of the application and 

about the state of the data. This information often includes the state of data synchronization, 

the date of last data synchronization, notification about the errors that have occurred during 

some background work or data that are waiting to be uploaded. 

3.2.4 Plan 
This screen is used by companies which have a daily schedule for their employees. 

The users see in this activity the list of customers they need to visit in the current day. 

This plan is often generated by a specialized software (e.g. PLANTOUR (7)) which computes 

the ideal route based on different criteria (the shortest path or uniformly distributed load 

between cars). The plan activity standardly distinguishes three types of plan items – done,  
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not done, in progress. Another frequent feature in the plan activity is a possibility to scroll to 

today; this is very useful if the user has a plan in the device for more days, so he can 

immediately find the current day. This screen can also contain information about the number 

of visits that are already done and how many visits are left. If the plan entries do not have 

specified the order from the server, they can be ordered by distance from current position. 

3.2.5 Customer List 
This screen contains all the customers that are synchronized to the mobile device. 

Customers can be ordered by different criteria; the most common criteria are by distance from 

the current location or by alphabet. Customer list activity also allows searching through the 

customers based on full-text search in the defined columns; this search is very often case 

insensitive and aware of diacritic (national characters). Each customer can have an icon that 

determines the type of customer to facilitate identification of customer types. This activity 

also enables fast scrolling through the customers based on the first letter of their name (or the 

column that is specified for sorting the customers). 

3.2.6 Map Activity 
In general, the map activity serves for displaying different entities on the map based on 

their location. Most often, to display entities which are nearby (with the possibility to navigate 

to the entity). There is also detailed info when the user clicks on the entity on the map. 

3.2.7 Order History 
This activity displays the history of orders (including the orders that were not created in the 

mobile device). Orders are sorted by the date of creation, and they can be grouped by the day 

of creation or in groups such as today, yesterday, this week, etc. (for example, emails in 

Microsoft Outlook are grouped this way by default). Orders can be divided into different 

sections (e.g. orders paid in cash or paid by bill), and this activity can filter orders for just one 

specific customer. 

3.2.8 Messages 
Basically, there are three types of messages – application messages, periodically 

downloaded messages and messages delivered via push notifications. Application messages 

are downloaded during the data synchronization, and they do not contain important 

information (typical content of such message is a list of new features of the application or bug 

fixes). This activity shows the list of all the messages and distinguishes between the read and 

unread messages. If the message text is too long, it will be displayed in a new activity. User 

can also be notified about the new message in the Android notification bar. 
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3.2.9 Reporting 
There are two types of report activities. The first type only displays the reports that were 

generated on the server side in the PDF format or in other formats like XLS (of course there 

has to be software installed on the device which is able to display these formats). The reports 

were generated on the server side because the generating of these reports is very 

compute-intensive or the device does not have all the required data to create a report. 

The second type of the reports is a specialized activity (for each report is created a custom 

activity) that computes the reports immediately from the data on the mobile device. 

These reports are very often statistics about the finished/unfinished visits or filling the quota 

of orders according to the plan. 

3.2.10 Customer Card 
Customer card (activity) is the place where all the summary information for the current 

customer is concentrated. Here are all the important information from different places 

(such as recent orders, invoices after due date, photos from the last visit or the information if 

the user has already signed framework agreement) that the user needs to know when he goes 

to the customer. 

3.2.11 Entity Detail Activity 
These activities display the detail of the specified entity (such as customer, article 

or address). Unlike the customer card which aggregates the information from different 

entities, this activity displays only detail of one entity, mostly, it displays the entity in the 

table layout. 

3.2.12 Entity Edit/Create Activity 
Just like entity detail activity serves for displaying the data, the entity edit/create activity 

serves for creating the new entities or for editing the already existing entities. Besides 

rendering the layout for editing the values of each field of the entity, this activity also assures 

the saving of the entity to the data storage, and it also provides the data validation for the 

entity. Most of these activities in the analyzed application were created manually and 

customized to the specified entity. 

3.2.13 Form Filling 
This type of activity serves for filling out various forms and surveys, such as how is the 

customer satisfied with the service and quality of goods from the suppliers. Form activities in 

the analyzed applications are often custom-made activities with hard-coded questions and 

answers. In some cases, they are dynamically generated from the data (questions and answers) 
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from the server. However, in this case the form is very simple, each question can have only 

one answer from the set of answers, or the answer could be any text entered by the user. 

3.2.14 Visit 
Visit is the key process of all the above-analyzed applications. Visit is the process of doing 

different tasks according to the company workflow and collecting data at the customer. 

Basically, visit is a set of tasks that a user has to do. These tasks include taking photos of the 

store, creating order, checking the inventory, filling out the customer’s survey or price 

monitoring. Also, all customers do not have the same tasks in the visit. A company can have 

different tasks for the wholesale customers and different tasks for the retail customers. Some 

steps of the visit can be mandatory, so the user cannot normally finish the visit until all 

mandatory tasks are done. If the user wants to finish the visit without having done all 

mandatory tasks, he can finish the visit with some of the predefined reasons like “Customer is 

not present” reason. In all of the analyzed applications, all of the tasks are hard-coded in the 

application (so there is no dynamic task generation based on the data from the backend 

server); some of the tasks are only shown or hidden based on the customer data.  

3.2.15 Store 
Store activity contains the information about the items in the stock. For each item there is 

displayed its name, picture (if available) and the remaining quantity in the stock. This activity 

very often contains logic for doing the inventory of the stock. This could be another activity 

where the user enters the actual state of the items and application calculates the differences, 

or the application can print out the list of all items in the stock with expected quantity and the 

user checks the real state of the stock. 

3.2.16 Article List 
Article list activity contains the whole portfolio of company items (it can be up to 

thousands of items). Article list is often used in combination with the order activity or in case 

a user needs to select some products (e.g. missing products in the store) from the list. For each 

item, there is displayed appropriate image (if available) to facilitate distinguishing the items. 

Items can be grouped by different criteria – the first letter, unit of measure or different groups 

like tobacco/beverages. This activity also has to provide real-time full-text filtering of items to 

enable the user to quickly find the item by its name or just by part of its name. Another 

frequent feature is scrolling through groups – the user does not scroll item by item, but he can 

quickly scroll by whole groups. Besides the full-text search, this activity very often provides 

the different tabs (or toggle buttons) to switch quickly between the item category (such as 
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favorite items and promotional items). Third category for the filtering of the displayed items 

are combo boxes for different categories (e.g. if the user wants to see items that are in the 

kegs packing). 

3.2.17 Settings 
Settings activity contains various setting that are necessary for proper functionality of the 

application. These settings include the address of the backend server endpoint, how often are 

messages being synchronized, language settings or information for pairing the Bluetooth 

devices (printers, bar code scanners). Another frequent feature of the settings activity is the 

possibility to do the full synchronization of data from the backend server (this is used if some 

data inconsistency happens in the application).  

3.2.18 Order 
Orders are used by the companies which sell goods. The order is composed of the header 

which contains information about the customer, date of creation, type of the order and so on, 

and the items of the order itself. The application can have two types of items in the order, 

normal items and sets of items. A set of items is combination of multiple items which cannot 

be sold separately. Orders can be divided to online orders and offline orders. In case of online 

orders most of the business logic regarding to creation of the order (such as computing the 

VAT, discount, rounding, checking if the item is in the stock, checking credit limit etc.) 

is done in the server part. In case of the offline orders, all this logic is done in the mobile 

device. It is very important that all the algorithms and operations with numbers provide the 

same result on the server side and on the mobile side (for example rounding of numbers is 

configured in the same way), because if the server side computed the order price differently 

than mobile side it would be a huge problem (especially in terms of accounting). Another 

frequent feature is that the user can sign the order directly on the screen of the mobile device 

(with finger or with a special stylus that is adapted to capacitive displays). The advantage of 

the signature is that it can be also printed in the PDF document. According to the Czech law, 

this kind of signature has the same legal value as a handwritten signature on the paper 

(disadvantage is that in this case all biometric data are lost). 

3.2.19 Documents 
The documents activity contains list of read-only documents that can be viewed on the 

device. These documents are typically POSM handouts, manuals, blueprints, technical 

specifications and others. Of course, there must be an application installed on the device that 
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can display the document formats (the most common are PDF, DOC and XLS). In many 

cases, documents are downloaded only if the device is connected to the internet via Wi-Fi. 

3.2.20 Printing on Mobile Printers 
Some companies require printing orders and invoices that are created on the mobile device, 

because customers demand the paper copy of the invoice or order. Since all companies have 

different layout for printing, there cannot be a universal template for printed documents. 

The most common are thermal printers such as Zebra printers or Star printers for printing 

from mobile devices. These printers are very light and small, but the disadvantage of thermal 

printing is that the printed text fades over time and may completely disappear (fortunately 

nowadays there are special papers available that guarantee readability of the text for at least 

five years from the time the document is printed). Less common are portable ink printers or 

dot matrix printers. A disadvantage of ink printers is that they do not work in low 

temperatures and for both ink and dot matrix printers it is not common to have a battery. 

If they have no battery, they are mounted in the user’s car with 12V to 220V converters. 

For archiving purposes, the documents that are printed on the mobile printer are very often 

also printed to the PDF files because companies do not have to scan each document, and they 

have them immediately in their systems as soon as they are printed in the electronic form.  

3.2.21 Device Management 
If the company has a large number of users of the application, or the company does not 

have an IT department, it is very difficult for them to manage the different versions of the 

application (since most of the business mobile applications are not distributed through 

application marketplaces). So a tool which enables them to distribute the new version of the 

application and allows them to do some basic tasks related to the device management is very 

useful. The basic requirements of remote application management are: 

 

• Device localization – it allows to localize the device, this is mostly used in case the 

user loses the device or in case that the company wants to know where a particular 

user is located 

• Upload of the new version – it is used to distribute the new version (in case of bug 

fix or if some new features are added) of the application to all users 

• Get device status – it is used to get the basic information about the device such as 

remaining battery time, type of internet connectivity, etc. 
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• Enforcement of the rules – a company may decide that the user would have to use 

the screen lock and the password length has to be for example 5 characters long 

• Remote wipeout – it is used in case the user loses the device or the device is 

stolen, and it contains sensitive data, it can be remotely locked or wiped out 

(including the SD card) 

• List of installed applications – a company may check if the users have installed 

some of the forbidden applications 

3.3 Application Data Model 
In nearly half of the cases the applications use their own hard-coded data model, which 

means if the company uses this application they have to map (or sometimes even adapt) their 

data model to the application data model. In some of the analyzed applications, small 

modifications or extensions were made to the hard-coded data model to fit the customer's 

needs (which resulted into custom build of the application). These hard-coded data models of 

analyzed applications consist on average of 12 tables, and they are most often exported to 

CSV files and uploaded to the server as one zipped file which is processed by the server at 

night. The synchronization from the server to the device means downloading zipped file from 

the server and filling appropriate tables from CSV file. Communication using CSV files is 

very simple, and most of the ERP/CRM software can export or import data to CSV by default. 

Very often, synchronization always downloads all data from the server to the device and 

uploads all the data back to the server, because thanks to this approach all conflicts and 

differential comparisons can be done on the server side, and the application logic can be 

simplified. So, when the server is processing the file, it has to determine which entries were 

created or modified. Hard-coded data models are more suitable for applications that do not 

have large amounts of data (about hundreds of records), since the data model is hard-coded it 

cannot be optimized for each company, and some operations can be very slow with a large 

number of records in the database.  

The second half of the analyzed application uses custom-made data model consisting of 31 

tables on average. These custom data models are suitable for storing thousands of records, 

and since they are custom-made, they can be optimized for particular data. The reason for 

creating custom data model is better performance and preservation of the domain terminology 

in a particular industry. These data models are based on the data model that is used in the 

company ERP/CRM system (SAP, Navision, etc.), but some changes are made to mobile data 

model in order to simplify it. The most common changes to the data model are flattening the 
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data model, adding the calculated fields to the data model and removing information that is 

not needed in a mobile application. The developers can use flattening of the data model when 

they only display the data, instead of joining multiple tables they can have one flattened table 

(which was created by the server). The case of adding some computed columns to the data 

model can be illustrated on the following example with orders. Let us assume that a company 

has an application that has to display orders with the total price in some activity and these 

orders consist of the order head and order items. In the company ERP/CRM system, the total 

price of the order is computed each time as the sum of the prices for each item and then the 

final sum is rounded according to the country's financial law. If the application computed the 

total price for each order in the order list activity it would be very CPU consuming, so in 

order to save the battery life the application can add the total price column to the order head. 

Of course, if the application allows editing of the orders it does not have to forget to 

recalculate the total price every time the order items are changed. In case of removing the 

information from the ERP/CRM data model that are not needed in the mobile part, companies 

want to reduce the amount of transferred data. 

Applications with custom-made data models also often use two types of synchronization – 

full synchronization which is used for initial load of data to the device and differential 

synchronization which only sends the data that were modified, created or deleted in the 

mobile application or on the server side. Some tables with little data (exchange rates or 

various nomenclatures) can still be fully synchronized. This approach saves a lot of 

bandwidth and also reduces the time needed to synchronize the data. 

An advantage of the hard-coded data model is that it can have a lot of prepared 

functionalities according to the model. However, if the number of modifications exceeds 

a certain number of changes the company should seriously consider creating the custom data 

model. On the other hand, an advantage of custom-made data model is that it perfectly fits the 

customer's needs, and it will also correspond to the data model in the ERP/CRM software, 

so there is no need for creating complicated data bridges converting one data model to 

another. Another advantage is that during the development of the application the individual 

entities and their parts are called with the same names (according to the domain in which 

customers do their business) and thus the probability of misunderstandings is significantly 

reduced. 

Another thing associated with data model is the process of creating the custom data model, 

where the company first needs to design a data model and then implement it in the mobile 
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application. More information about the process of creating the data model for a mobile 

application will be described in Chapter 4, where the process of creation of the data model 

based on the customer's needs with regard to the data from software to which the application 

will be connected is covered. We will also cover how the data classes for mobile application 

can be generated (data persistent classes and classes for communicating with the server via 

SOAP). 

3.4 Communication with External Systems 
The key functionality of a mobile business application is communication with external 

systems that the companies have already been using (like ERP/CRM software or accounting 

software), because without communication with external systems these applications would be 

useless. In the following five chapters, we will discuss the ways how the data can be 

downloaded to the device and also how they can be uploaded from the device to the backend 

server. The most common way of communication between the application and the server is 

using SOAP services. Other less frequently used ways are using FTP server, REST API or 

proprietarily-based protocols. 

3.4.1 FTP 
Using FTP protocol for data transfer between the application and the server is mainly used 

by applications that have hard-coded data model. When the synchronization is invoked, 

the device gets connected to the server into the appropriate folder and downloads all the data, 

or uploads the data files back to the server. The file format is usually CSV, and files are being 

compressed (mostly in ZIP format), and each file contains data for exactly one table in the 

mobile application data model. After the file is downloaded to the device, it is extracted, and 

individual files are imported to the database. If the device uploads data to the server, it is done 

in the exactly opposite way. The device exports all the tables from DB to the CSV files, 

compresses them and uploads the compressed file to the server. This approach can be used for 

both full and incremental synchronization, but usually only full synchronization is supported. 

If there is a need to send some extra files like photos, they are just added to the archive 

(the file name corresponds to some data id for pairing the data and the file). This type of 

communication between the application and the server is the simplest one, it does not require 

any special functionality on either side (almost every software can handle importing data from 

the file). 
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3.4.2 SOAP Directly 
In case that the application uses SOAP (8) services it can also have the full and the 

incremental data synchronization. Most of the analyzed applications using the SOAP method 

for communication have custom-made data model. Communication between the application 

and the server is provided by the SOAP endpoint defined by its WSDL (9). The advantage of 

this solution is that all changes in the mobile device can be immediately sent to the server 

(if the device is connected to the internet; if it is not connected to the network, the data that 

should be sent to the server are enqueued, and they will be sent to server when the device is 

connected to the internet again). This is the most common way of communication between the 

mobile business applications and the ERP/CRM systems of the customer. Data compression 

can be achieved using technologies like gzip (10) or deflate (11) on the HTTP transport layer. 

There can be systems that cannot create SOAP endpoint (or creating the SOAP endpoint 

would be very difficult in these systems) and handling files would be difficult to program, 

for these systems the SOAP proxy, which will be described in Part 3.4.3, can be used. 

3.4.3 SOAP Using Middleware 
There are some ERP/CRM systems for which the creation of the SOAP endpoint would be 

very difficult or impossible. An example could be if the most of the ERP/CRM system logic 

is done for instance, in SQL server using stored procedures. Another reason for using the 

middleware is that in some systems like the MSSQL server, there can be created SOAP 

endpoints but creating of complex web services is very complicated and also difficult to 

debug (because these systems were not primarily designed for creating web services), and it is 

much more effective to develop the SOAP endpoint in some other language or platform. 

In this case, communication scheme has one extra layer between the ERP/CRM system and 

the mobile device as it can be seen in Figure 6. This case is very similar to the previous, but 

the device does not communicate directly with the ERP/CRM systems but it communicates 

with a mediator (SOAP proxy) instead. In this case, the mediator on the one side takes the 

request from the mobile device over SOAP and based on this it calls the appropriate function 

with given parameters and vice versa. For example, if the mobile application wants to obtain 

the list of the customers from ERP/CRM it calls a web service on the server for returning the 

list of customers and this function executes the stored procedure in the SQL server, transforms 

the result to SOAP entities and sends it back to the device. 

Another reason for using this approach can be caching. If there are some data which are 

obtained based on some complex (companies do not want to slow down the production server 
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during the day), or time-consuming (in a matter of minutes or tens of minutes) computation, 

application can cache these data on the proxy server pretty easily. 

The third reason for using this way of communication is adding user authentication. At the 

start of every method the middle-server authenticates user credentials (e.g. against LDAP 

(12), if the company wants to use existing domain accounts) and ensures that users have 

appropriate rights for calling the method. 

Next reason could be logging the communication if developers want to store the entire 

communication between the mobile device and the server. Another advantage of using the 

SOAP proxy is that developers can change the ERP/CRM system or just change the IP 

address or port of the ERP/CRM server, but the application does not need to know about this 

change. 

The last reason is related to licensing of ERP/CRM. Some of the ERP/CRM systems 

require having a license for each user who reads or writes data to it. If the mobile client is 

connected directly to ERP/CRM server, a license for each mobile client will be needed. 

A workaround for this scenario is to have one server in the middle which delegates requests 

between ERP/CRM and a mobile client, so there is only one license for the server needed. 

 

Figure 6 - Communication scheme between server and mobile device over SOAP proxy 

3.4.4 REST API 
The communication between the server and the mobile device via REST API (e.g. in JSON 

(13) format) is used mainly for the applications that use the web application as their backend, 

because this interface is very often implemented in the web application and the application 

uses it for its own purposes. Another frequent usage of the REST API is in the applications 

that mainly downloads the data from the server or for the hybrid applications. In case of 

hybrid applications when the web application is using the REST API, the mobile application 

can use the REST API one to one and developers do not need to implement any extra 
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functionality. This method is suitable for querying data from the server or for classic CRUD 

operations; for complex operations the RPC protocol or previously mentioned web services 

over SOAP are more eligible. This way of communication is abundantly used by HTML5 

applications. 

3.4.5 Proprietary Protocols 
Some applications that are built upon the proprietary frameworks such as Sybase Unwired 

Platform (14) use custom protocols for data synchronization. These custom protocols are most 

often implemented over the TCP/IP protocol, and they use in most cases push notifications for 

both sides (the server side and the mobile client side). So, changes are immediately reflected 

on both sides. These protocols are very often able to send just parts of the entities which were 

changed (this also can be done with some of the previously mentioned approaches such as 

SOAP or REST API, but with the more effort). For example if an application has a customer 

entity in the data model that has 80 properties and the only change was made in the name of 

the customer in the mobile device, only the changed name of the customer is sent to the server 

(and also the identifier of the customer to which the name belongs to). Other frequently 

implemented feature of the custom synchronization protocols is advanced handling of the data 

collision. If a data collision occurs developers have information about who caused the 

collision, what is the last version of the data and what was the previous version of the data. 

These proprietary protocols often use some compression algorithm to minimize the network 

load.  

 

During the data synchronization applications can run into the issue that the synchronization 

is too slow (especially if there is a transfer of thousands of records for each table). 

After profiling of the synchronization methods, developers will find out that the bottleneck is 

not in the network or in the transfer protocol (data will arrive in a short time from the server) 

but the problem is in storing of the data to the database. The inserting of rows is too slow 

(particularly if an application has indexes or computed columns). Developers can run inserts 

for each table in batch task, or they can run the whole synchronization in one database 

transaction, this will result in faster row insertion to DB because commit will be only called 

once after the transaction ends, but even after this the synchronization may still be too slow. 

 Fortunately, there exists one interesting solution that can be used for initial 

synchronization on mobile devices if it takes too much time due to slow database inserts. 

Developers can create a database in SQLite format (native DB for Android) on the server side 
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where they can have much more CPU time and performance. And then they can send the 

populated database to the device where the database file is copied to its appropriate directory. 

A tool for replacing database of the running application will be provided in Chapter 4.  

3.5 Used Technologies 
In this chapter, we will describe the technologies that were used for the creation of the 

analyzed applications. We will briefly introduce each technology, except for the Android 

SDK, the use of Android SDK is considered to be obvious. Links for downloading the 

libraries can be found in Appendix B. 

 

• ACRA  – a library that allows sending crash reports (exceptions) from the device to 

the server, this is especially useful when the application is not distributed via 

application market (Google play), because when the application crashes the 

developers do not have any information about the crash 

• AspectJ – an aspect-oriented extension of Java language is mainly used for logging 

purposes (application method call traces) 

• iTextPDF – a library for creating and manipulating with PDF documents used for 

generating orders and other documents 

• Jcoord – it allows easy conversion between geo locations formats 

• kSOAP2 – a lightweight SOAP client library for Android 

• OrmLite  – a lightweight Java ORM for Android and SQLite 

• ZSDK, StarIOPort  – these two SDKs allow printing on the mobile 

printers (Zebra or Star printers) from the Android 

• ActionBarSherlock – a library that facilitates and unifies uses of action bar design 

pattern across all Android platforms 

• Support library  – the Android support library is a set of libraries designated to 

provide backward compatible API versions and also the features introduced in the 

newer versions of the Android, so the developers can use features from the newer 

versions of Android API on the older versions of Android API; a typical example 

can be usage of Fragments 

• Google play services – this library is necessary if developers want to use features 

like GCM (or in its newer version called C2DM) or Google maps on Android 

platform 
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• Google analytics SDK – thanks to this SDK, developers can very easily find out 

how many users use their application, how they use it, how much time they spend 

on individual screens and a lot of other useful information, based on this 

information the developers can improve their application to be more user friendly 

and intuitive 

• BigTextFastScroll – a modification of the standard Android fast scroll that allows 

to display more than one letter in the scroll view 

• PinnedHeaderListView – a modification of the standard implementation of the 

Android list view that allows the headers of the data groups shown in the list view 

to stay pinned on the top of the list view during scrolling  

 

From the analysis of the mentioned applications follows that the key elements of the 

mobile business applications are the possibility to work offline, a GUI well readable in 

daylight, intuitive navigation through the application, communication with the server part on 

the background, possibility of printing documents on mobile printers, applications should save 

battery and security.  

Moreover, the analysis of the individual activities of the applications shows that most parts 

of the application are displaying the data, either displaying the detail of some entity or 

displaying the data in the list with features such as grouping, sorting or full-text searching. 

Based on this observation the reusable components proposed in the following chapter should 

provide functionality to easily display the entity detail and also functionality to simply create 

list activity with the previously mentioned features. Besides the components for displaying 

data, we should also propose components for editing and creating new entities. We will also 

provide general activities for capturing the signature and displaying entities on the map since 

most of the analyzed applications use activities with similar features. 

Another significant part of the analyzed application is communication with the server. 

In this case, we should create components to facilitate communication with the server via 

SOAP or via CSV files (for the REST API there is already very nice and simple approach 

using the Android Annotations). 

The communication with the server is closely connected to the data model. 

For applications that have custom-made data model, developers first need to design a data 

model and finalize its final form with the developers on the server side. Last but not least, 

they have to maintain the documentation of the data model and keep it actual for the future 
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development of the application. We will introduce tools for designing the data model of the 

application and tools for generating the data classes from this model definition. 

We will also talk about some utility classes which will help developers with common 

recurring task such as logging errors, displaying error messages, etc. 
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4 Reusable Components 

In this chapter, we propose and describe each reusable component (by component we mean 

both Android activities and classes) which was designed based on the previous chapter. 

For each component, we explain its use cases, and we also describe in which of the preceding 

scenarios the components can be used. We also introduce some components that do not 

directly follow from the previous chapter, but they can be very useful in the development 

of the mobile business applications on the Android platform (most of the classes 

in Part 4.16). Part of this chapter also describes some useful tips and tricks that can help 

the developers (and save them time) during the Android application development. The last 

part of this chapter talks about the creation of the data model for the application. 

In case of proposed activities they do not have any predefined default layout; they only 

declare controls that are required to be present in the layout. So, the developers will create 

their own layout and pass ids of required or optional controls to the activity. 

4.1 Activities Overview 
Before we describe the proposed activities in detail, we briefly introduce each activity and 

its use cases in the following list. 

• Enhanced cursor list activity – this activity servers for displaying the data from 

the cursor in the list, it also provides a number of features like grouping the data, 

or filtering the data (based on the input from the user) 

• Entity detail activity  – an activity for displaying the detail of the entity 

(e.g. customer or address), the definition of the entity detail is specified by 

the XML file; the data source for this activity can be an object or an XML file 

• Form activity  – an activity which servers for filling out various forms  

(with pre-defined items such as input text, photo or date), the definition of the form 

is stored in the XML file; it also provides the basic validation of the form 

• Map pins activity – the map pins activity is designed for displaying the entities 

(including the entity info view) on the map (e.g. POIs) in a given radius 

• Select position activity – this activity serves for selecting the position on the map 

• Signing activity – an activity which captures the signature of the user, the user can 

sign with a finger or using the capacitive stylus  

The possible connection of the individual activities can be seen in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7 - Sample usage of the proposed activities 

4.2 Enhanced Cursor List Activity 
As we can notice in the previous chapter a large part of the analyzed application was some 

list of the data (plan, customer list, messages or article list) with various features such as 

grouping or filtering. For each of these list activities we have to create the activity layout and 

the activity logic (which will handle tasks such as loading data, handling item click or loading 

GPS position). Next, we have to implement the adapter that connects the data with 

the appropriate views and then we have to implement some additional features like grouping 

or filtering the data. For example, if in one activity we want to filter customers based on 

the name column and in the other activity we want to filter orders based on the destination 

city, we need to implement two filters. This will result in a big redundancy of the code 

(also in the longer time of the development) and the bad maintainability of the source code. 

However, in an ideal case we would only create one universal filter which would be able to 

filter different tables based on specified columns. 

The enhanced cursor list activity is the list activity which meets all the requirements that 

were mentioned in Chapter 3 for the different list activities (such as Plan, Customer List or 

Article List). This activity uses the database cursor as its data source, because the application 
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is running on a mobile device, where we have to take special care about the memory usage. 

Also, some of the data can be really big (thousands of records), and the cursor is the only way 

how we can handle them. Moreover, by not initializing all the data into the appropriate objects 

and loading them into the memory we save the CPU time and thus the battery life.  

The activity is ready to use (probably the most complex activity in this chapter) so we do 

not have to care about the activity logic (how data will be loaded, how they will be grouped or 

filtered); the only thing we need to provide to the activity is the query that will provide the 

data and the way how the data will be displayed (and some additional information for 

different features like if the data should be reloaded when the activity is resumed). The typical 

scheme of the enhanced cursor list activity can be found in Figure 8, and the simplified class 

diagram can be seen in Figure 9. 

Here are the parameters that we can provide to the activity: 

• DATA_ITEMS  – a list of the CursorListDataItem objects which defines where the 

activity should take data and how they should be displayed (we discuss the 

CursorListDataItem in detail later), this parameter is required 

• VIEW  – the view for the activity, the activity does not have any default view; 

we have to create one (basically we only need to create a layout with a list view 

component), this parameter is required 

• DEFAULT_VIEW_TYPE  – if we provide more than one data item this property 

specifies which of the data item should be the default one, this parameter is 

required 

• DEFAULT_VIEW_NO_GPS_TYPE  – the activity can provide the information 

about the current position to the data item, if the position cannot be loaded, then 

this property specifies which data item will be used as the default one (e.g. we want 

to list customers ordered by distance from the current location, but if there is no 

information about the position we will list them in the alphabetical order) 

• SEARCH_STRING – the pre-filled value of the filter text, for example if we have 

the edit text input on the dashboard where the user can type search string and then 

press the button that will open customer list with the entered filter value 

• GROUP_CONTROL_TYPE – a type of control that will provide switching 

between the data items  

• GROUP_CONTROL_PROVIDER  – a provider for handling the group switch 

controls (currently only toggle buttons are implemented) 
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• TITLE  – the title of the activity 

• COULD_NOT_LOAD_DATA_TEXT  – a text which is displayed to the user if 

the activity cannot load the data that should be displayed 

• LOGGER  – a logger which implements the ILoger interface for logging the 

exceptions 

 
Figure 8 - Scheme of the enhanced cursor list activity 

 

4.2.1 Enhanced Cursor List Activity Features 
Here are described some of the most-important features of the enhanced cursor list activity. 

These features should cover maximal functionality that can be provided to create the list 

activities mentioned in the analysis chapter. The remaining features will be discussed in the 

next chapter which is dedicated to the CursorListDataItem class. 
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Data Filtering 
Enhanced cursor list activity provides functionality to filter displayed data in one or more 

columns based on various criteria (equal, like, greater than, etc.). The filter can be either, 

dynamic filter or static filter. Dynamic filter means that data are filtered according to the user 

input, and static filter means that we filter data from the code (for example we set the filter on 

the CUSTOMER_TYPE column to only NEW customer type). Also, we can combine both 

types of filters. It also supports normalization of the filtered string, this means that the string 

is converted to the lower case and all the national characters (diacritics) are replaced by their 

ASCII equivalent. 

Data Grouping 
The activity also provides grouping the data into specified groups based on the specified 

column. We only need to set column for grouping, comparator for items and set of groups. 

The rest of the work activity handles itself. The groups can be used, for instance, 

for displaying the headers or for fast scroll. 

Big Text Fast Scroll 
This feature enables to bypass the restriction of the default Android fast scroll widget that 

only supports one letter in the fast scroll view (we can display more letters, but there is space 

only for one and the other letters will overflow the space for the text). So we can fast scroll 

for the whole group names and not only for the first letter. 

Group Headers 
The activity provides two types of headers, standard headers and pinned headers. 

The pinned header stays always pinned at the top of the list, so the user can see all the time 

which is the current group. Standard headers are only displayed above the first item of the 

group, and they can be scrolled out of the screen. The header text does not need to be static; 

it can be computed (by implementing the ICustomHeaderFiller interface). This means that we 

can create headers which will sum the amount of the orders in the months, and this sum will 

be displayed in each header for the specified month. 

Category Filter 
We can easily filter items based on their category using the spinners. We only specify the 

caption of the spinner and in which column it should filter the data, we can also set the display 

names of the each category (for example if the categories are integer type and we want to 

show to the user their text equivalent). This can be used in a combination with the data 

filtering (some additional filter such as user input filter). 
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Category Switches 
We can display different types of the data items in the activity, and we can switch between 

them. For example, we can have a category for the customers that are nearby, and we can 

have a category for the alphabetically ordered customers where we can filter them based on 

their names. We can easily switch through them e.g. by toggle buttons. 

GPS Position 
The activity can provide information about the current device position to the data items; 

this position can be obtained through the GPS or through the BTS interpolation. It also 

provides the effective (directly in the DB using the cursor) way how the data can be sorted 

and filtered based on their GPS coordinates. 

Multi Thread 
All the long-running tasks such as retrieving the data from the database or waiting for the 

GPS position are running on the separate threads to prevent the application freeze. 

4.2.2 Cursor List Data Item 
This class provides the information to the enhanced cursor list activity about the data 

which will be displayed and how they will be displayed (including which features will be 

used, such as pinned headers). As its name suggests, the data are obtained through the 

database cursor since it is much faster than instantiating the entities into the objects and 

passing them as a list. Second reason for choosing the cursor approach is that the cursor 

requires much less memory than the list of objects. In some cases, the list of objects may not 

fit to the memory, and the application will end up with an out of memory exception, 

especially in the business environment we can expect that there can be lists with large number 

of the records. The cursors use raw query string for determining the source of data because it 

gives us more flexibility for writing the complex queries than standard query methods. 

The list containing described cursor list data item properties can be found in Appendix E. 

For each cursor list data item there are defined these placeholders: 

PLACE_HOLDER_ (NORTHING, EASTING, LAT_PLUS, LAT_MINUS, LON_PLUS, 

LON_MINUS) for the raw query string, which will be replaced by the information about the 

current device position. The placeholder PLACE_HOLDER_WHERE is replaced with the 

final where clause which is based on the static and user input filters. 

In order to display the data in the enhanced cursor list activity, we need to create a new 

instance of the cursor list data item for each set of the data we want to display. We can display 

more than one cursor list data item in the activity, simply by passing array of the cursor data 
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items to the activity. Since, each cursor data item also defines how data will be displayed, 

we can display the data in different ways and use different features (such as pinned headers or 

filtering). Typically, we will have one base cursor list data item which will specify the text 

strings, default view fillers, etc., and then, we will just set only the properties that are related 

with querying of data for the concrete implementations of the data items. 

CursorListActivity

-dataItems

-loger

-cursorListAdapter

<<Interface>>

ILoger

CursorListDataItem

-dataRawCursor

-cursorFactory

CursorListAdapter

-viewFiller

CursorAdapter

<<Interface>>

SectionIndexer

<<Interface>>

PinnedHeaderAdapter

<<Interface>>

OnScrollListener

<<Interface>>

BigTextFastScrollView.SectionIndexer

<<Interface>>

ICursorFactory

<<Interface>>

IViewFiller

-customItemClickAction

-requeryType

<<Enumeration>>

RequeryType

<<Interface>>

IItemClickCursorAction

-dataGroupComparator

<<Interface>>

Comparator<T>

<<Interface>>

Parcelable

ListActivity

 
Figure 9 - Simplified diagram of the enhanced cursor list activity 

4.2.3 Handling GPS Position in the Raw Query 
The most common way to store the GPS coordinates is to have latitude and longitude 

(graticule-based system of coordinates) of the entity. If we want entities to be in a specified 

geo zone (typically entities in some specified radius), using the latitude and longitude is fine. 

In the enhanced cursor list activity, this is done by specifying the parameter GpsCircleRadius. 

For reasons of simplicity and speeding up the computation of the geo zone, the activity does 
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not restrict the GPS coordinates to the exact circle, but it restricts the values to the square that 

contains the circle of a given radius. The square is specified by two points, the LatMinus point 

and the LatPlus point. If we use in our raw cursor string the placeholders for 

PLACE_HOLDER_ (LAT_PLUS | LON_PLUS | LAT_MINUS | LON_MINUS), they will be 

replaced by the current position of the mentioned points (based on the current device 

position). The scheme of geo zone restriction can be found in Figure 10. 

However, the situation is different if we want to compute the distance from the current 

device position to entities in a specified geo zone. Since the latitude and the longitude are both 

angles (one is an angle between the equatorial and the straight line that passes the location, 

and the second one is an angle between the reference meridian and the meridian which passes 

the location), and we want to compute the distance between two points, the formula for 

computing the distance will include the trigonometric functions. Unfortunately, the Android 

SQLite implementation does not support the trigonometric functions (and developers cannot 

write their own functions to SQLite on the Android platform). To overcome this difficulty we 

will convert the longitude and latitude to the UTM (15) coordinate system by using the Jcoord 

library. UTM format uses the northing and easting values to define the location on the earth. 

If we use in our raw query string the placeholders PLACE_HOLDER_NORTHING and 

PLACE_HOLDER_EASTING, they will be replaced by the northing and easting values of 

the current device position. Once we have the GPS coordinates in the UTM format, we can 

calculate the distance very easily by using the Pythagorean Theorem, because it is a projection 

from the ellipsoid to the plane. A problem with using the Pythagorean Theorem is that for 

calculation of distance it uses the square root, and even the second square root is not 

supported in the Android SQLite implementation. But this is not such a big problem since we 

can omit the second root from the Pythagorean Theorem, and the result of comparing two 

second power distances will be the same as the second square of the distance. The second 

power of the distance from the current device location to the entity location is computed in a 

special column DISTANCE_POWER_COLUMN, this column can be used e.g. for sorting the 

entities based on the distance from the current device position. If we want to display the real 

distance to the entity position, we simply compute the second root of the 

DISTANCE_POWER_COLUMN in the controller layer. 
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Figure 10 - Scheme of the geo zone restriction 

4.3 Data Group Comparators 
As we mentioned earlier, if we want to group the data in the list, we need a comparator for 

the data. We use the comparator to determine to which group the current data item belongs. 

By default, in the Android SDK if we want to use grouping (section indexing), we have an 

implementation of the AlphabetIndexer, which only can compare two letters. 

Our comparators need to be serializable, so they can be passed to the activity. Here is the 

definition of the SerializedComparator interface. 

 

public interface SerializedComparator<T> extends Comparator<T>,Serializable {} 

 

 The following list describes the most common implemented comparators (including 

a short description), which compare the items of the cursor (the cursor is used because, as we 

mentioned in the previous chapter, if we have a large amount of data, the cursor is the only 

way how we can handle them; so the first parameter of the compare method is the cursor with 

the data and the second one is a group) with the specified groups. 
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• Days cursor comparator – a comparator for grouping the items by the days, the 

items are divided into groups according to each day (from 00:00:00 to 24:00:00), 

the compared column is long type (the date is represented as long on Android), 

it also provides method for creating cursor of groups (groups are named like 

NAME_OF_MONTH DAY.MONTH – January 03.12, name of the months are 

provided based on specified locale that is passed as parameter), it also provides 

reverse order of the items; this comparator can be applied for example for plan list 

activity 

• Distance cursor comparator – a comparator for grouping items into groups based 

on the distance from a specified point, we provide to the comparator an array of 

integers which represent the distance groups in meters (int[] {10,100,1000}) and 

an array of strings representing names of each distance group 

(String[] {“10m”,”100m”,”1 km”}) , the column for comparing distance is power 

of distance from a specified position (as we explained in the previous chapter); 

it can be used e.g. for displaying customers that are nearby 

• Letter cursor comparator – this comparator is for grouping items based on their 

first letter (case insensitive), despite the default AlphabetIndexer, it can handle 

special chars like ‘ch’ and it uses Collator for comparing national characters like 

‘ů’, it also provides a method for creating groups cursor and it supports reverse 

ordering 

• Long cursor comparator – this comparator can be used for grouping items by 

long type columns, it supports reverse ordering, and it can be used, for example, 

for grouping messages by their priority  

• Integer cursor comparator – it is same as the long cursor comparator, but this 

comparator compares two integers 

• Months cursor comparator – a comparator for grouping items by month (from the 

first day of the month to the last day of the month), compare on long type cursor 

column (date) and can be reversed, and it also provides a method for creating group 

cursor, it can be used for grouping orders by months (we can provide the strings for 

the month names to the comparator, this is used because of the declension of the 

nouns in some languages that are not supported in the Java SimpleDateFormater) 

• Recent days cursor comparator – this comparator groups the items based on their 

date (long type) cursor column into these recent time groups – today, yesterday, 
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days between today/yesterday and last week, last week, this month and older. 

For better understanding, we will show the groups on the example. Let us assume 

that today is Thursday 12.6.2014, so the groups will be: “Today”, ”Yesterday”, 

“Tuesday”, ”Monday”, ”Last week”, “This month” and “Older”, this comparator 

also provides reverse ordering and method for creating cursor of groups; it can be 

used, for example, for grouping the inspections 

• String cursor comparator – a simple string comparator (does not use collator) for 

grouping items by their string cursor column (case sensitive), support reverse order 

and can be used, for example, for grouping data based on their string type (if we 

store enum values in a string representation) 

4.4 Entity Detail Activity 
Entity detail activity (or read-only form activity) is used for displaying read-only detail of 

an entity (such as detail of the customer or article). The definition of the entity detail 

read-only form is defined in the XML file. The scheme of the XML file is stored in the 

appropriate XSD file. Entity detail activity can be used in two ways; one way is that it will 

display the detail of an object (properties that should be displayed in the detail view need to 

be annotated by the FormField annotation). The second way is that we can use another XML 

file as a data source for the detail activity. If we use the XML file data source, we a have fully 

dynamic detail activity, since this XML file can be user-defined. XML data source is suitable 

for frequently changing entities. We can also use conditions to format the displayed values 

(e.g. if the integer value is less than zero, then the text values will have the red color) and 

triggers, for example, to execute some action when the item is clicked. An example of the 

form activity can be seen in Figure 11, and the sample XML with read-only form definition 

can be found in Appendix F. 

The next list contains parameters that we can set for the activity:  

• CONTENT_VIEW_ID  – the view for the activity, the activity does not have any 

default view; we have to create one 

• PLEASE_WAIT_TEXT – a text that is displayed as the caption of the wait dialog 

• LOADING_DATA_TEXT – a text that is displayed when the activity is loading 

data 

• FORM_BG_COLOR – it defines the background color of the read-only form 

• FORM_CONTAINER_ID – a container to which the detail of the entity will be 

rendered 
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• COULD_NOT_LOAD_FORM_TEXT – a text that is displayed if some error 

occurs during the data loading 

• RO_FORM_DEFINITION_PROVIDER – an implementation of the 

IReadOnlyFormDefinitionProvider interface which provides the definition of the 

read-only form and the displayed entity itself 

• TITLE_TEXT –  the title of the activity 

• LOGGER – an instance of ILoger interface for logging exceptions 

• ENTITY_ID –  an id of the entity that should be displayed 

 

 

 
Figure 11 - Example of the entity detail activity 

4.4.1 FormField Annotation 
This simple annotation is used for annotating the properties of the class that will be used as 

a data source for the entity detail activity. The only property of this annotation is fieldID. 
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On the basis of the fieldID, the form field will be paired with the values of the object 

properties. 

4.4.2 Entity Detail Activity Elements 
In the following text, we will describe the elements that we can define in the entity detail 

read-only form XML file. 

Form 
A root element of the XML file, it contains form items and the style that defines some 

basic layout parameters of the form. Attributes of the form element are: 

• id – an id of the read-only form 

• title  – the title of the form 

• hint  – a hint for the form (currently not used) 

• captionWidth  – the width of the caption column for items 

Item 
Each item can contain various styles and various actions, the first style that matches the 

condition is used, and each action that matches a particular trigger is executed. Attributes of 

the item element are: 

• id – an id of the item (this id is used for mapping to data source fields) 

• title  – the title of the item 

• hint  – a hint for the item (currently not used) 

• type – a type of the item, possible values are Boolean, DateTime, Double, Guid, 

Int32, Int64 or String 

• format  – a format string used for formatting the value (e.g. “dd.MM.yyyy’ for 

DateTime) 

• lines – the number of lines that should be displayed from the item value 

• textWrap  – a wrap format of the value, possible values are wrap, nowrap or 

marquee 

Style 
It defines the layout properties for the form item or for the form element. Style attributes 

are: 

• size – the size of the text in DIP 

• color – the color of the text (based on the Android integer color values) 

• backColor – the background color for the item 
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• bold – it indicates if the text is bold 

• italic  – it indicates if the text is in italics 

• condititionType – it defines the type of the condition that is applied to the 

condition value to determine if the style should be applied, possible values are gt, 

ge, lt, le, eq and match 

• condition – it defines the condition that is evaluated together with the item value 

based on the condition type 

• styleWholeItem – it defines if the style is applied to the whole item (including 

caption) or if it is applied only to the value text 

• captionAlign – the alignment of the caption text (left, right, middle) 

• dataAlign – the alignment of the data (value) text 

• margin – it defines the item margin 

Action 
It defines the action which should be executed when the defined event is triggered 

(currently supported triggers are onClick event and onLongClick event). The action is 

specified by the action type string and action URI, the placeholder in the URI string {value} 

is replaced by the current value of the item. 

4.4.3 XML Data Source 
As we mentioned in the previous text, we can use XML file as a data source to display 

dynamic entities. The root element of the data source XML is a data element that contains the 

dataItem elements. The DataItem element has the following attributes: 

• value – the value of the item 

• fieldId  – the id of the field (used for mapping with the item in the form 

definition) 

• dataType – the data type of the item, possible values are DateTime, Double, 

Int32, Int64, Guid and String 
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4.5 Form Activity 
This activity serves for filling various forms (which are usually part of the visit process) 

such as customer satisfaction survey or completing records about the caused damage. So, we 

have one activity that is able to display any form we define. The form is defined in the XML 

file and the filled data are stored to the Android SQLite database. The scheme of the XML file 

is stored in the appropriate XSD file. We only provide the definition of the form to the form 

activity, and the activity handles all the logic from rendering the form, populating it with the 

data (if the form is re-opened) and finally to validating the form and saving it back to the 

database. We can customize the appearance of individual components by creating custom 

Android theme or style and applying it to the activity. This activity can also return the XML 

of the form with the filled values to the caller activity as an extra EXTRA_FILLED_FORM. 

An example of the form activity can be seen in Figure 12, and the sample XML with the form 

definition can be found in Appendix F. 

The list containing described form activity parameters can be found in Appendix E. 

 
Figure 12 - Example of the form activity 
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4.5.1 Form Elements 
Now we will describe each of the implemented form items. For each item, we will describe 

its purpose and its properties. Each form item implements the interface IInputFormItem. 

The next example shows the definition of the interface: 

public interface IInputFormItem 

{ 

 public InputForm getParentForm(); 
 public String getItemName(); 

 public Object getItemValue(); 

 public String getItemTag(); 
 public String getItemGroup(); 

 public void setItemVisibility(boolean visible); 

 public void saveItem(IInputFormDB db); 
 public void loadItem(IInputFormDB db); 

 public View render(Context cntx);  

 public void serializeToXML(XmlSerializer serializer); 
 public boolean isReadOnly(); 

 public boolean isValid(); 

 public boolean isRequired(); 

} 

The IInputFormItem interface defines the method for obtaining the instance of the form in 

which the element is placed (getParentForm method). Each item has a name that has to be 

unique in the entire form; the method getItemTag returns the item XML tag. The method 

getItemGroup returns the group name to which the element belongs. Groups are used for 

better-logical separation of items, and we can also show/hide a whole group of elements. 

A method for serializing the element to the XML is used when we want to export the form in 

XML format with filled data. Also, each element has a required attribute which determines if 

the element needs to be filled. 

Checkbox 
A standard checkbox representing yes/no value, its property groupToHide defines the 

name of the group its visibility depends on the value of the checkbox. So, if the checkbox is 

checked the group will be visible and vice versa.  

Combo Box 
An element for choosing one value from multiple values (we can define custom combo box 

items for each combo box). A combo box item that has selected the attribute “set” to the true 

value will be chosen as the default one. We can also set attribute “other” to true which will 

result in displaying an extra textbox where the user can enter custom text. The value of this 

textbox will be returned as the text value of the appropriate checkbox item. 
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Date 
An element for entering the date value, we can set the default value by setting the 

selectedDate property. 

Label 
This element represents the read-only text in the form; it can be used for description of 

some elements or as the caption of the groups. 

Photo 
An element for taking photos using the built-in camera, if we specify the filename 

property, the photo will have this name in the exported ZIP file. By setting the attributes 

width and height, we can specify the dimensions of the final photo. If we set the GPS property 

to true, the photo element will try to get the current GPS position of the device, and if the GPS 

position is available, it will be added to the EXIF property of the photo. 

Textbox 
An element for entering information in the text form, we can specify the type of the 

entered data by defining the type property. Type of the data can be – DateTime, Double, 

Int32, Int64 or String. Another property of textbox element is maxlength that defines the 

maximum length of the entered data. For validation purposes, we can use condition property. 

Condition property can have the following values: gt, ge, lt, le, eq, match or in. The condition 

is evaluated against the conditionValue property. 

Time 
An element for entering the time value, we can set the default value by setting the 

selectedTime property. 

Delimiter 
An element to graphically separate the other elements, we can set the width, height and the 

color of the delimiter. 
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4.6 Map Pins Activity 
This activity serves for displaying the entities on the map (customers nearby the user, 

POIs that are close to the user's current location, or it can display realized visits on the map). 

This case is very similar to the enhanced cursor list activity; it wraps around all the logic 

which is a needed to display some entities on the map and show details about them after 

clicking. All we need to do is pass the appropriate data to this activity; which data should be 

displayed, and how they should be displayed (also we can define interaction what will happen 

after the click of the item or after clicking the info bubble). A typical layout of the map pins 

activity is shown in Figure 13, described map pins activity parameters can be seen in 

Appendix E.  

To integrate this activity to our project, we need to set up the following things. First we 

need to reference the MapPinsActivityV2, after that we need to reference the Google play 

services library and add its version to the manifest file with the following entry into the 

application element: 

<meta-data 
    android:name="com.google.android.gms.version" 

    android:value="@integer/google_play_services_version" /> 

Then we need to obtain a map API key from the Google developer console, and again add 

its entry to the manifest file with the following lines of code: 

<meta-data 
    android:name="com.google.android.maps.v2.API_KEY" 

    android:value="OBTAINED_API_KEY"/> 

Next, we have to add permissions to our project. We need to add permission for the 

INTERNET, ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE and WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE. We can 

also add permissions for the ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION and 

ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION, but they are not required. 

As the last thing, we need to add OpenGL feature for rendering the map into the manifest 

file, to the manifest element with the following lines of code: 

<uses-feature 
        android:glEsVersion="0x00020000" 

        android:required="true"/> 

Now we can start using this activity in our project. 
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Figure 13 - The typical layout of the map pins activity 

 

4.6.1 Map Pins Cursor Data Item 
The class MapPinsCursorDataItemV2 (V2 indicates that it is designed for the Google Map 

API v2) defines which data should be displayed on the map, how they should be displayed 

and what will happen after a pin is clicked. Again, we are using the cursor for the data. 

This class is parcelable (all classes used within the implementation of our data item also need 

to be parcelable or serializable) so it can be passed as an extra parameter to an activity. 

The data item defines these placeholders – {northing}, {easting}, {lat_plus}, {lat_minus}, 

{lon_plus}, {lon_minus} which will be replaced by the actual data from the current GPS 

position loaded by the map activity. And it also defines the columns for NORTHING, 

EASTING, LAT_ZONE, LNG_ZONE, LATITUDE and LONGITUDE, which are used for 

the filtering of the data. Detailed description of the map pins cursor data item properties can 

be found in Appendix E. 
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4.7 Select Position Activity 
This activity serves for selecting the position on the map. It uses the Google Map API v2 

for displaying the map. It can be used, for example, for marking the location of a new 

customer on the map, or for marking the place of an accident. We can provide to the activity 

the default position of the pushpin on the map, if no default position is provided, the pushpin 

will be shown in the current GPS position of the device. A typical layout of the select position 

activity can be found in Figure 14, described parameters of the select position activity can be 

found in Appendix E. 

After the user selects the position in the map (by performing the long click) and clicks the 

select button, the newly selected position is returned in extras bundle as double values 

EXTRA_LONGITUDE and EXTRA_LATITUDE. 

 
Figure 14 - Layout of the select position activity 
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4.8 Signing Activity 
This activity can capture the signature3 of the user (e.g. to sign an order). The signature can 

be drawn by the hand or by a special stylus for capacitive displays (e.g. the Wacom Bamboo 

Stylus). This activity does not provide any additional biometric information about the 

signature. The captured signature can be stored as a file to the SD card, internal storage, 

custom file or it can be returned to the caller activity as a byte array (containing the bitmap 

of the signature). The default format of the picture is PNG. According to the Czech law this 

signature is equivalent to a handwritten signature on the paper, thus, it can be used, 

for example, for signing contracts or orders. The only possible problem can occur during the 

authentication of the signature since there are no biometric data included (such as the pressure 

intensity or the tilt angle of the pen). A typical layout of the signing activity is shown in 

Figure 15, the list containing described parameters that we can set for the activity can be 

found in Appendix E.  

 

 
Figure 15 - Layout of the signing activity 

 

4.9 Encrypted Shared Preferences 
Some applications store their values into the shared preferences (key values pairs); 

by default the shared preferences are stored in the XML file located in the internal device 

storage in the application folder. Files stored in the application folder cannot be accessed by 

other applications or user, but if the device is rooted, the user can access files in the 

application folder, and he can also edit them. This could be a security issue if the application 

                                                 
 
3 Drawing mechanism is based on the sample from the Google SDK samples. 
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has stored some sensitive data into the shared preferences. Except for the SQLite database 

which can be encrypted using the SQLCipher (16), there is no similar approach for the shared 

preferences. So we provide the EncryptedPreferences class which wraps methods from the 

SharedPreferences interface, and it transparently encrypts all the values (including the keys) 

using the AES algorithm. 

4.10 SOAP Object Serialization 
Now we will talk about how we can facilitate the process of serialization and 

deserialization of the SOAP objects in the Android applications. The discussed approach is 

designated for the kSOAP2 library, this library was chosen because it is one of the oldest 

SOAP Android libraries, and it is probably the most-widespread one. kSOAP2 library uses 

the KvmSerializable interface for the serialization of the objects into the SOAP format. 

The KvmSerializable interface consists of the following methods: 

 

• Object getProperty(int propertyPos) – gets the value of the property at the 

specified index 

• int getPropertyCount() – returns number of properties that are being serialized 

• void getPropertyInfo(int pos,Hashtable ht,PropertyInfo pi) – fills the property 

info object with the information about the serialized property at the specified index  

• void setProperty(int position,Object value) – sets a value to the property at the 

specified index 

 

Here is an example of the SOAP serializable class with implemented KvmSerializable 
interface: 

class SOAPObject implements KvmSerializable 

{ 
    String id; 

    String title; 

 
    public Object getProperty(int i) 

    { 

        switch(i) 

        { 
            case 0: 

                return id; 

            case 1: 
                return title; 

        } 

        return null; 
    } 
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    public int getPropertyCount() 

    { 

        return 2; 

    } 
 

    public void setProperty(int i, Object o) 

    { 
        switch(i) 

        { 

            case 0: 
                id = o.toString(); 

                break; 

            case 1: 
                title = o.toString(); 

                break; 

        } 

    }    
 

public void getPropertyInfo(int i, Hashtable hshtbl, PropertyInfo pi) 

{ 
        switch(i) 

        { 

            case 0: 
                pi.type = PropertyInfo.STRING_CLASS; 

                pi.name = "id"; 

                break; 

            case 1: 
                pi.type=PropertyInfo.STRING_CLASS; 

                pi.name = "title"; 

                break; 
        } 

    } 

} 

 

As we can see, to serialize an object with two properties we had to write more than 40 lines 

of code. Implementing these four methods for every SOAP serializable object is very  

time-consuming, unclear and hard to maintain, especially for object with many properties. 

We will provide a solution for this by using annotations, one annotation for marking class 

which is serialized (SoapSerialization) and another for marking properties 

(SoapSerializationProperty) of the class that will be serialized. 

4.10.1 SoapSerializationProperty Annotation 
This annotation is used for marking the property to be serialized via KVMSerializable 

interface. If we want a property to be serialized to the SOAP object we simply annotate the 

property by this annotation and fill the name of the property. The annotation has the following 

properties: 

• name – the name of the property in the serialized entity 

• order – the order of the property in the serialized entity (when serialization is done, 

the properties are first sorted by their order and then written to the serialized entity) 
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• maxLength – if validation is enabled, this is the maximal length that the string 

property should have 

• totalDigits – if validation is enabled, this is the maximal number of total digits that 

the numerical property should have 

• fractionDigits  – if validation is enabled, this is the maximal number of fraction 

digits that the numerical property should have 

• pattern – if validation is enabled, this is the regular expression pattern which the 

string property should match 

• soapItemName – if the property is a list or array, this is the name of one item in 

the serialized entity, for example instead of standard <item>data<item> the items 

will look like <customName>data<customName> 

• serializeDateTimeFormat – if the server requires a special time format 

(e.g. “yyyy-MM-dd”) this is the format string used to format the date 

• soapItemNameSpace – if the property is a list or array, this property specifies the 

namespace for each item of the serialized list or array 

 

Properties for the validation are also included, but the validation has not been implemented 

yet. The validation part can be very useful when we want to ensure that only valid data will be 

sent to the server, and we do not want to perform the check manually in the code. 

4.10.2 SoapSerialization Annotation 
SoapSerialization annotation is designated for classes that are serialized via 

KVMSerializable interface. It has only one property – propertyNamespace that determines the 

namespace for properties of the class. 

The following example shows what the class from our first SOAP serialization example 

will look like when we use the annotations. You can notice that the code is much more 

readable and straightforward.  
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class SOAPObject implements KvmSerializable 

{ 

    @SoapSerializationProperty(name="id",order=0) 

    String id; 
    @SoapSerializationProperty(name="title",order=1) 

    String title; 

 
    public Object getProperty(int arg0) 

    { 

 return SoapSerializer.getProperty(arg0, this); 
    } 

  

    public int getPropertyCount() 
    { 

 return SoapSerializer.getPropertyCount(this); 

    } 

 
    public void getPropertyInfo(int arg0, Hashtable arg1, PropertyInfo arg2) 

    { 

 SoapSerializer.getPropertyInfo(arg0, arg1, arg2, this);  
    } 

 

    public void setProperty(int arg0, Object arg1) 
    { 

 SoapSerializer.setProperty(arg0, arg1, this); 

    }   

} 
 

SoapSerializer class ensures implementation of serialization logic using reflection and 

annotations. It caches annotated fields for each class, thus, the serialization is relatively fast 

even though it is done via reflection. Of course, this method of serialization is a little bit 

slower than implementing the KvmSerializable interface manually, but this is not the 

problem, since the amount of entities that are sent to the server is significantly smaller 

compared to the data downloaded from the server. Deserialization of the entities is a different 

situation, because there is often a great number of entities that are downloaded to the device 

and in this case the reflection is unusable due to its slowness (also, during the deserialization 

the application needs to know the type of the property for the correct cast, and this is an 

additional delay). We will talk about the SOAP item deserialization in Chapter 4.16.  

 

When we use the SoapSerializer class to handle the serialization logic, all the 

implementations of the KvmSerializable interface will look the same. So we can shorten the 

code even more by using AspectJ for the default implementation of the KvmSerializable 

interface. A similar result can also be achieved by using the abstract class which will have 

implemented the methods from the KvmSerializable interface using the SoapSerializer class. 

The example of using automatic KvmSerializable interface implementation via aspect is 

shown in the following example:  
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public aspect KvmSerializableAspect 

{ 

    public Object KvmSerializable.getProperty(int arg0) 

    { 
 return SoapSerializer.getProperty(arg0, this); 

    } 

  
    public int KvmSerializable.getPropertyCount() 

    { 

 return SoapSerializer.getPropertyCount(this); 
    } 

 

    public void KvmSerializable.getPropertyInfo(int a0, Hashtable a1, PropertyInfo a2) 
    { 

 SoapSerializer.getPropertyInfo(a0, a1, a2, this);  

    } 

 
    public void KvmSerializable.setProperty(int arg0, Object arg1) 

    { 

 SoapSerializer.setProperty(arg0, arg1, this); 
    }   

 

} 

 
Our class from the first SOAP serialization example will finally look like this: 

 

class SOAPObject implements KvmSerializable 

{ 

    @SoapSerializationProperty(name="id",order=0) 
    String id; 

    @SoapSerializationProperty(name="title",order=1) 

    String title; 

} 

 
Notice how the last example is much more readable and easy to maintain compared to the 

first example of the SOAP serializable class. 

4.11 CSV Exporter/Importer 
The CSVExporter and CSVImporter are classes that help developers with importing and 

exporting data from/to CSV files to/from the application. To start using these two classes in 

our application, we have to annotate each class that should be exported or imported by the 

CSVEntity annotation, and also, we have to annotate the fields that should be 

exported/imported to/from CSV file with appropriate CSVField annotation. To import entities 

using the CSVImporter the imported entity must have the parameterless constructor. 

The CSVExporter has the following methods for exporting data to the CSV file: 

• writeDataToCSV – this method will write a list of entities to the designated file 

(including the header line if it is required) 

• getCSVLine – this method will create the string that represents one entity (line) in 

the CSV file 
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The CSVImporter has the following methods for importing the data from the CSV file: 

• getDataFromCSV – it parses the CSV file and returns the list of parsed entities 

• parseCSVLine – it parses one line from the CSV file and returns one parsed entity 

4.11.1 CSVEntity Annotation 
This annotation is used for marking the class to be exported or imported by the previously 

mentioned classes. The annotation has the following properties: 

• fileName – it defines the name of the file from which the entities will read or to 

which they will be written to 

• delimiter – it defines the delimiter char for columns separation 

• quotationMark – it defines the char that will represent the quotes 

• useSplit – it indicates if the line will be parsed by simply splitting the string based 

on the delimiter, or if it will be parsed char by char4 

4.11.2 CSVField Annotation 
This annotation is used for marking the property to be serialized/deserialized via 

CSVImporter/CSVExporter class. If we want a property to be serialized to the CSV file, 

we simply annotate the property by this annotation and fill the name of the property. 

The annotation has the following properties: 

• name – the name of the column in the CSV file header 

• columnOrder – the order of the column in the CSV file 

• importName – it specifies the name of the column for import in the CSV file 

• exportName – it specifies the name of the column for export in the CSV file 

• importProcesser – a class that implements IImportProcesser that is used to 

perform custom conversions of the imported values 

• exportProcesser – a class implementing IExportProcesser that is used to perform 

custom conversions of exported values 

• operationType – it determines if the field should be used for export, import or for 

both 

4.12 Activity Providers 
Since almost all the logic of the mobile application on the Android platform is done in the 

activities and activities can require some extra parameters, the execution of the specified 

                                                 
 
4 Implemented algorithm does not support full specification of the CSV file in the RFC 4180, it is possible it 
needs to be extended for some CSV files (or we can use library such as opencsv (29) to parse the CSV line) 
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activity should be straightforward. The purpose of the activity provider interface is to 

standardize starting the new activities and encapsulate passing all the necessary parameters 

for the activity, which helps us to create a clearer and shorter code. Another advantage is that 

the whole logic for starting a new activity is in the one place. As we have seen in the 

Enhanced Cursor List Activity, the code to start a new activity can be relatively long. 

 

public interface IActivityProvider extends Serializable 

{ 
    public void startActivity(Activity act); 

 

    public Intent getIntent(Activity act); 
} 

 

Fact that the IActivityProvider (shown in the previous example) interface is serializable 

ensures that we can pass the activity provider to another activities or services. This interface is 

really simple, the first method startActivity launches the desired activity, and the second 

method getIntent returns the Intent that is passed to the newly started activity. If we want to 

launch a new activity we simply create the appropriate instance of the IActivityProvider (or 

we can have some kind of factory for creating activity providers) and call the startActivity 

method. 

4.13 Extras Annotations 
The only way to pass some extra data (like parameters) to the Activity in the Android is 

using extras Bundle class in the Intent object of the Activity. Intent, in a nutshell, is an 

abstraction of the operation we want to perform – start Activity, dial the number, start the 

service or view some data. Intent contains Bundle which is a map collection where the key is 

the string and values are Parcelable/Serializable/primitive types (Parcelable is special Android 

interface for serializing the objects; it is much more faster than standard Java Serializable 

interface). The most common way to pass some parameter to Activity is to create public static 

String field which defines the extras parameter name e.g. EXTRA_CUST_ID. And then we 

set the parameter to our Intent e.g. myIntent.putExtra(MyActivity. 

EXTRA_CUST_ID,customer.getID()), and in the Activity we can access the parameter 

getIntent().getExtras.getString(EXTRA_CUST_ID). All the time we need to know the type of 

the parameter (in case of serializable/parcelable parameters they need to be casted to the 

appropriate type), so, for example, if we put to the myIntent int as customer id instead of 

string, or in the activity we would get the customer id as double, the application will throw an 

exception. One solution is to add the name of the type to the extra name like 
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EXTRA_STR_CUST_ID, but this will not solve the problem with type mismatch 

(best solution for setting the intent extra values are static methods on the activity that accepts 

the strongly typed parameters). 

If we have more parameters, we still repeat the same code to get their value. The solution 

for this is using the extras annotation (shown in the following example) with a combination of 

extras setter methods. 

 

public @interface GetExtra 

{ 

 String extraName(); 
 String defaultValue() default ""; 

 boolean useDefaultValue() default true; 

} 

We can annotate a field that should be filled from the intent extra values with GetExtra 

annotation, and we can also define a default value for the field. The extraName defines the 

name of the parameter in the extras bundle, and the defaultValue is the string representation 

of the default value for the field. Default value is a type of string, and it looks for the methods 

of signature fromString(String str) or valueOf(String str) to cast the string value to the 

appropriate type (for primitive CLR types, the appropriate wrapper class is used) of the field. 

If none of these methods is found on the type, the default value is ignored. 

The useDefaultValue property defines if the default value should be applied (because we 

cannot set default value to the null value). We can also annotate the method with the GetExtra 

annotation. This method will be called with the parameter from the extras bundle or with the 

activity intent or with the extras bundle depending on the method signature. In case of the 

annotated method, the default value is not applicable (we can handle the default value in the 

method code). If both the field and the method are annotated for the same name of the extra 

parameter, the method is used to fill the field. 

 Finally, the static method fillExtras of the class ExtraFiller fills the extras values in 

the appropriate activity. 

Annotated property can look like this: 

@GetExtra(extraName="CustomerID",useDefaultValue=false) 
UUID customerID; 

Or 

@GetExtra(extraName="SearchType",defaultValue = "-1") 
int searchType; 

Annotated method can look like this: 
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@GetExtra(extraName="SearchType") 

void fillSearchType(Integer type) 

{ 

 if(type == null) 
 { 

  this.searchType = -1; 

 } 
 else 

 { 

  this.searchType = type; 
 } 

} 

We can fill the values by using this code: 

ExtraFiller.fillExtras(MyActivity.this); 

The method for setting the value of the parameter for the Intent can look like this: 

public static void setExtraOrderID(Intent intent, UUID orderID) 

{ 

    intent.putExtra(EXTRA_ORDER_ID, orderID); 

} 

A limitation of this solution is that we can only use the default value as a string value, 

because Java annotations do not support the object type. We can solve this by not annotating 

the field but annotating the get method for the extra parameter. An advantage of this solution 

is that we have strongly typed values from the extras bundle. 

4.14 Logging 
As we mentioned earlier, if the application is not distributed through the Google Play  

(or through some similar marketplace), we have no information about the application crashes. 

For this purposes, we can use some of the free log engines with backend as ACRA or 

Crashlytics (17) or some commercial solutions like BugSense (18). 

We define two interfaces for logging exceptions in our components and activities. The first 

one is the interface ILoger (this interface extends the Serializable interface to be able to pass 

an instance of the logger to the activities). ILoger interface has the following method: 

void LogError(String src, String msg, Throwable ex, Context context); 

Common implementation of this method logs the exception to the logcat, and it passes the 

exception to the log engine (if any). 

The second one is the interface IToastLoger that extends the ILoger interface. 

void LogError(String src, String msg, Throwable ex, int toastId, Activity act); 

void LogError(String src, String msg, Throwable ex, String toastText, Activity act); 

These two methods also should log the error to the logcat and pass it to the log engine, and 

they should also display the toast (on the UI thread) to the user. 

Some tools related to logging will be provided in Chapter 4.16. 
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4.15 Handling Out of Memory Exceptions 
If the application throws the out of memory (OOM) exception, it can be very difficult to 

find the cause of the exception. In this short chapter, we will introduce some tips and tricks 

how we can prevent our application from throwing OOM exceptions, or how we can get more 

information about the exception if an exception is thrown. OOM can be caused by several 

things such as not cleaning cache or handling bitmaps in a wrong way. 

If we are using the ORMLite library and we have enabled DAO caching, we can run to the 

OOM very easily because there is a bug in the cache implementation that sometimes does not 

clear the cache, and if we have a large database, the application will end with the OOM after 

some time. A solution for this problem is to call method DaoManager.clearCache() manually 

(e.g. in the activity method onDestroy).  

Another frequent cause of the OOM is handling the bitmaps in a wrong way (because there 

is a limited size of the heap memory for each application on the Android platform). One thing 

is that Android platform has sometimes problems with releasing bitmaps properly; in some 

cases it is better to release the bitmaps manually and call the recycle method on the bitmap. 

Another frequent reason is when the application loads the whole bitmap into the memory; 

there are methods in Android SDK for downscaling the bitmap (e.g. for preview purposes) or 

we can work just with a part of the bitmap if the bitmap is large. 

When the application is low on the memory, the activity method onLowMemory is called, 

and we can try to free the resources. 

If, despite all these actions, the OOM is still thrown we can get the heap memory dump by 

calling the android.os.Debug.dumpHprofData(String f) method which will save the memory 

dump to a specified file. The usage of this method is shown in the following example. 
 

final UncaughtExceptionHandler ueh = Thread.getDefaultUncaughtExceptionHandler(); 

Thread.setDefaultUncaughtExceptionHandler(new Thread.UncaughtExceptionHandler() 

{ 

public void uncaughtException(Thread thread, Throwable ex) 

    { 

      if (ex instanceof OutOfMemoryError) 

           { 

            //Get the memory dump by dumpHprofData method and save it 

} 

  //call the default handler 

           ueh.uncaughtException(thread, ex); 

     } 

 }); 
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The best place for setting this handler is in the application onCreate method. The memory 

dump can be analyzed by the Eclipse Memory Analyzer (19) where we can see the objects on 

the heap and try to find the problem.  

4.16 Utility Classes 
Here we will introduce various tools and helper classes that may be useful for the 

developers (and help them with routine tasks) during the development of the mobile business 

application on the Android platform. 

• DateHelper – a class containing various methods for working with date objects, 

these methods are for example methods to set time to beginning of the day, 

or compare if two dates are within the range of one day 

• DBTools – a tool for replacing or moving the SQLite database files 

• DisplayHelper – a class for locking or restoring the device screen orientation 

• BasicDialogs – methods for showing some of the basic dialogs 

• PositionLoader – a class for asynchronous loading of the GPS/BTS position 

• LogCatTools – a class allowing to read the content of the logcat and save if to the 

file 

• LogTools – this class contains a method that will log to the logcat all extras from 

the intent bundle with their values passed to the activity 

• MailSender – a tool for sending emails with attachments via standard Android 

intent action 

• ParseHelper – a tool for parsing the SoapObject values to strongly typed values 

• SoapHelper – a set of generic methods for obtaining the list of deserialized objects 

from the SOAP request using the reflection (using the constructor with the 

SoapObject parameter) 

• TextNormalizer – a class for normalizing the string (it will remove all national 

chars and replace them with their ASCII equivalent) 

• AcraHelper – a class that allows us to read the unsent ACRA logs 

• ConnectivityDetection – a class to detect if the device is connected to the internet, 

or if some URL is available 

• DeviceID – a class for retrieving the unique device ID (such as IMEI or serial 

number of the device) 

• KeyboardHelper – a tool for showing or hiding the software keyboard 
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• ScrollHelper – a tool which will disable scrolling of the listview and expands it to 

the full height (useful if we need to have a listview inside a scrollview for some 

reason) 

• PlayServices – a set of methods for working with google PlayServices 

• FileTools – a simple class for copying two files 

• WakeLockHelper – a helper class for retrieving and releasing a wake lock  

• EXIF helper – a class for adding the GPS information to the image EXIF 

information 

• ImageResizer – a class for scaling and resizing the bitmaps (based on the Google 

SDK samples) 

4.17 Intent Service Pattern 
Intent service is a class from the Android SDK for handling asynchronous requests. 

It receives intents and puts them into a queue; it takes one intent after another and handles 

them on the background thread (one at a time). If the queue is empty, the service will stop 

itself (it will automatically start again if a new intent is sent to the service). 

We mention it here, because it is a very useful pattern built in the Android SDK, but it is 

not so well-known, and many developers try to “reinvent the wheel” by implementing custom 

services or using the threads/asyncTasks in the scenarios that perfectly fit to the IntentService 

use cases. Basically, the activity registers the broadcast receiver (for receiving the messages 

from the intent service), then it sends the request to the service to perform some asynchronous 

work, the service receives the intent and starts processing it. After the service processes the 

intent, it sends a broadcast that is handled by the broadcast receiver, and finally, the broadcast 

receiver notifies the activity (and activity can, for example, update the UI). The most common 

use of this service is uploading data to the server on the background thread. The scheme of 

using the IntentService is shown in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16 - Scheme of using the IntentService 

4.18 Unimplemented Components 
In the following four sections we will discuss the design and functionality of 

the components that are not implemented in this work, but they all cover a considerable part 

of the functionality that was analyzed in the previous chapter, so they should be certainly 

mentioned here. The implementation of these components is planned as future development of 

this work. 

4.18.1 Visit Activity 
This activity should define a unified approach for creating the visit activities. As we 

mentioned earlier, the visit activity is composed of the set of steps in a given order; some of 

these steps (task) are required, the analysis of the visit process shows that the most common 

tasks are: 

• Checkbox – a classic yes/no (done/not done) task 

• Start the activity – it is used for starting some complex tasks that are 

implemented as separate activities (e.g. order or form filling) 

• Enter the text – it is used, for example, for entering custom notes 

• Select a spinner value – it selects a specified value (for example selects the reason 

for ending the visit) 

• Select the date – it is used for selecting the date and time (for example the date of 

the next visit)  

Since the process of the visit is static, there is no need to have this process user-definable; 

it can be hard-coded in the application (in case the user wants to add a new task to the visit, 

its logic needs to be programmed). Each of the components should have implemented 

interface defining order, name, status, indication if it is required, predecessor, successor 
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(some of the tasks may depend on others), methods to save and load the task and method for 

rendering the item. 

To use this activity, developers would just create a list of tasks and send them to the 

activity, and the activity would handle all the logic from displaying the task, through saving 

the task, to the validating the tasks. 

4.18.2 Entity Edit/Create Activity 
The purpose of this activity is to automatize the creation of the activities for editing and 

creating the entities (sometimes called scaffolding). In order to use this activity the entity that 

should be edited or created will have to be annotated by the appropriate annotation 

(EditableAnnotation) and properties will be also annotated (in the same way as it was 

introduced in the entity detail activity). These could by the individual property annotations: 

• Editable annotation – it is used for marking the property to be editable, it should 

have the following properties: order, title, customEditControl (if we want to display 

the property edit view in the custom way), foreginValues (to load the values from 

another entity), dataType and hint 

• Validation annotation – it is used for validating the entity fields, it should have 

the following properties: required, range, maxLength, minLength, regExp, 

customValidator and errorText 

Standard elements (implemented in the same way as the items of the input form activity) 

would allow to edit these types – Email, Phone, Text, Integer, DecimalNumber, URL, Photo, 

DateTime and GPS. 

 When starting the entity edit/create activity we just provide the entity class to the activity. 

If we want to edit the entity, we also need to provide some interface for obtaining the instance 

of the entity. The activity will render the layout for the entity based on the annotations and 

also it will handle the validation process; the process of saving the entity will be done via 

an appropriate interface. 

4.18.3 Remote Management 
This component should serves for remote management of the mobile devices. It should be 

implemented using the GCM because this mechanism is designated to deliver push 

notification messages to the Android devices. The remote management component should be 

implemented as the service that will be running on the background and listening for the 

commands from the server. Basic supported commands of the remote management service 

are: 
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• Device lock – a command to lock the device 

• Download a new version – a command to download a new version of the 

application from a specified location and install it 

• Device wipe out – it wipes out the device including the memory card 

• Set a password policy – it enforces the user to use such password for the device 

that meets the given criteria 

• Enforce the storage encryption – it enforces device to encrypt the memory card 

• Obtain the actual position – it obtains the current device position and sends it 

back to the server 

Developers should also have the possibility to register (and unregister) their own custom 

commands to be processed by the service. 

4.18.4 Tracking Service 
Tracking service should be implemented as the standard Android service which will run on 

the background thread and in the periodical (using the AlarmManager or 

ScheduledThreadPoolExecutor) time frame it will obtain a position (BTS or GPS based on the 

settings). When the service obtains the position, the event handling the newly obtained 

position will be called. Developers should also have the possibility to define the time interval 

in which the service will be active (e.g. from 7:30 to 17:30 each day). This service can be 

used for continuous tracking of the device position. 

 

The proposed components should cover all the needs of the analyzed applications except 

printing, because each application has its own documents that are being printed, and each of 

these documents has its own unique layout. We will show the usage of most of 

the implemented components in Chapter 5. 

 

All the components are located in the standard Android library project called 

AndroidBusinessComponents and BigTextFastScrollView. The project 

AndroidBusinessComponents has dependency on the BigTextFastScrollView project and on 

the google-play-services_lib library. All the projects and libraries are located on the attached 

CD. 

4.19 Designing Data Model for the Application 
In the following text, we will discuss the way, how the data model for the application can 

be designed, because the definition of the data model is one of the important parts during the 
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application development. We will also introduce an experimental tool for generating the Java 

classes from the data model definition, which will save a lot of monotone work. 

  

During the development of the mobile business application one of the first steps after 

creating the target concept of the application is to design a data model for communication 

between the server and the application. In most cases this model is based on the CRM data 

model that the company has already been using; this model will also serve for preserving the 

data on the device in the database. The process of creating a data model has several iterations, 

where during the each iteration the teams (most often a team that customizes the CRM and 

a team which creates the mobile application) make and propose changes until they decide that 

the model is final. 

During these iterations, the teams have to have a document that would contain the model 

definition. There exists plenty of software for designing the data models (free or commercial) 

but not all users are familiar with this software. The simplest and very effective solution is to 

use the Microsoft Excel for designing the data model. It is very widespread (or its free 

equivalents such as the OpenOffice), and most of the people are familiar with it. So we 

proposed the Excel sheet that represents one table in the data model. The sample sheet can be 

seen in Figure 17. 

Each table sheet has the following columns: 

• Name – the name of the column (without spaces) 

• Type – a data type of the column (supported types depend on the implementation 

of the class generator) 

• Metadata – metadata for the column, currently supported is the NORMALIZED 

value, which will generate an extra column with _NORMALIZED suffix that will 

contain the normalized value of the original column 

• ID  – it determines if the column is id or not (TRUE/FALSE), another possible 

value is AUTOGENERATED which will create an auto-generated id column 

• CanBeNull – it determines whether or not the column can be null 

• Description – a description of the column that will be added as a comment to the 

source code 

• Version – a version of the document in which the column was added or changed 

• CRM  – it determines if this column is present on the CRM part 
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• Server – it determines if this column is present on the server part (in case of using 

the middle server) 

• Application  – it determines if this column is present on the application part 

• Deleted – it determines whether or not the column was deleted 

• Note – a text note for the column (this note is only for the XLS document 

purposes) 

Each sheet also contains this information: name of the table, namespace, 

propertyNamespace and hasBeenImplemented. After the model design is finished, 

the implementation of the data model in the application follows (or its customization in case 

of the CRM part). The process of coding the data model from its definition is a very routine 

and long work, and sometimes the model can be programmed three times (CRM, server and 

application). 

We provide the experimental generator that will generate the SOAP classes (based on the 

kSOAP2 library) and persistent classes (including the DAOs object definition) of the data 

model based on the ORMLite library. To generate source code classes from the data model 

classes we just simply call the generator with the path to the XLS file as an argument. 

The XLS file is then converted to the appropriate XML file (an XML file is used because it 

can be processed in a standard way), and the XML file is then processed by the .NET T4 (20) 

text templates which generate the code for SOAP classes and for the database classes (based 

on the ORMLite, for the implementation of the KVMSerializable interface the SoapSerializer 

class is used). The generator templates can be easily modified in order to generate the server 

part classes as well (if required). 

The first command line tool is called XlsToXmlExport, and it serves for creating an XML 

file from the XLS file. It takes the following four parameters:  

• dummySheets – the number of sheets from the start of the document to be skipped 

(these sheets do not contain data about the entities) 

• rowBegin – the number of the row that contains the first property of the entity on 

the sheet 

• inputXls  – the input XLS (or XLSX) file 

• outputXml  – the name of the output XML file which is generated 

A command for generating the XML can look like this: 

XlsToXmlExport.exe 2 7 dataModelDefinition.xlsx dataModel.xml 
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The second tool is called XmlToJava5, and it serves for generating the Java classes. It only 

takes one parameter – inputXML (the name of the XML file containing the data model 

definition). 

A command for generating the Java classes can look like this: 

XmlToJava.exe dataModel.xml 

This command will generate the output folder with the following structure: 

• DBClasses folder – the folder containing generated persistent classes 

• WSClasses folder – the folder containing generated classes for the SOAP layer 

• create.txt – the code for creating the tables in the DB 

• daos.txt – the implementation of the DAO objects 

• daosDef.txt – the definition of the DAO objects 

• drop.txt  – the code for dropping the tables in the DB 

After importing files from the folders to our project we need to organize the imports (it can 

be done in Eclipse by the shortcut CTRL + SHIFT + O), we also need to set the 

appropriate package for the files. We can modify the generated classes in the project, 

but we have to remember that these changes will be discarded if we replace these files with 

newly generated ones. 

 

 
Figure 17 - Example of the XLS sheet from a file with the sample data model definition (Customer table) 

                                                 
 
5 To execute the XmlToJava and XlsToXmlExport tools the Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5 has to be installed 
on the machine 
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5 Sample Application 

In this chapter, we demonstrate the usage of most of the implemented components from the 

previous chapter in sample scenarios with the sample data. The sample mobile application is 

targeted to the mobile phones running on the Android version 4.4.2. 

The description of the project structure and instructions for building the project can be 

found in Appendix C, and the content of the attached CD is described in Appendix D. 

5.1 Data Model Generation Sample 
First, we talk about the data model of the application. An Excel file with the definition of 

the data model can be found in the application folder sampleApp (in the assets folder named 

dataModelDefinition.xlsx). We can generate an XML file from the XLS by executing the 

following command (it will generate dataModel.xml file): 

XlsToXmlExport.exe 2 7 dataModelDefinition.xlsx dataModel.xml 

The Java classes and DAOs definition can be generated by executing the following 

command (it will generate the output folder containing the generated files): 

XmlToJava.exe dataModel.xml 

Both executable files are located in the bin folder. These generated classes are used for the 

implementation of the application data model. 

Individual tables are described later. 

5.2 Android Application 
In the following chapters, we describe the sample Android application. First we describe 

the data model of the application; then we describe the project structure, and in the end we 

talk about each implemented sample. 

This sample application shows the usage of the different lists (for customers, orders and 

articles) on the sample data, including the different features such as grouping or custom click 

actions. It also shows the usage of the rest of the proposed activities for displaying entities on 

the map, selecting position on the map, signing activity, input form activity and the entity 

detail activity, then, there are examples demonstrating the usage of the various utility classes 

and smaller components such as DBHelper, extras annotations or CSV importer/exporter. 

Most of the activities in this application are based on the functionality from the real 

activities from the analyzed applications, and they are standalone activities (except the 

customer list activity which is connected with entity detail activity). The simplified 

application scheme can be found in Figure 18 (the dark blue objects in the scheme are the 

used proposed components). 
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Figure 18 - Simplified scheme of the sample application 

5.2.1 Sample Data 
This sample data model was created based on the data model from one of the analyzed 

applications. Of course, the sample model was simplified and reduced for the purposes of the 

sample application. Tables of this model are populated with thousands of rows to show that 

the proposed components can handle this amount of the data (the number of the rows in these 

data tables corresponds to the amount of the data that is common in the mobile business 

applications). 

The sample data model consists of the following tables: 
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• Article  – a table representing the article entity, this table contains 5832 records 

• Customer – a table representing the customer entity, this table is populated with 

10 000 records 

• OrderHead – a table representing the head of the order, this table has 1-n relation 

to the Customer table and 1-n relation to the OrderItem table, it contains 1991 

records 

• OrderItem  – a table representing items of the order, it has 1-n relation to the 

Article table, this table contains 38 675 records 

• CSVDataPair – this table does not contain any records, it was created for 

demonstrating the import data from CSV file to the application objects 

5.2.2 Project Structure 
Sample project is a standard Android application, and it is structured into the following 

packages (with cz.programm.abc.samples prefix): 

• activities – this package contains the activities of the application 

• activities.base – the base activities (used as parent classes for other activities in the 

application) which implement the logging of the extra parameters 

• activityProviders – providers for starting the individual activities 

• app – a package containing the main application class 

• aspect – a sample aspect for automatic KVMSerializable interface implementation 

(this aspect is not used in this project) 

• csv.processers – classes demonstrating the custom processing of the fields during 

the CSV import/export 

• customClickActions – classes implementing custom click actions for the map pins 

and enhanced cursor list activities (ECLA) items  

• dataProviders – data providers for the activities that display the entities 

• db – a class for DB access, storing images from the forms and the cursor provider 

• db.dataClasses – an implementation of the classes from the data model 

• enums – various enums 

• filters  – an implementation of the article spinner filter 

• log – classes that ensure logging 

• receivers – an implementation of the broadcast receiver for the Intent service 
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• scrollToGroupProviders – an implementation of the 

IScrollToCursorGroupProvider for scrolling the list to the current day in the order 

history activity 

• services – an implementation of the sample Intent service 

• toggleButtonProviders – a provider for populating the toggle buttons inside the 

ECLA 

• tools – various tools, for example, a tool for obtaining metadata from the manifest 

file 

• viewFillers – view fillers for activities that display data 

• ws – an empty implementation of the SOAP proxy (the proxy is not implemented) 

• ws.dataclasses – classes based on the data model, designated to be serialized via 

SOAP 

5.2.3 Samples 
After the application starts the dashboard activity with the following examples is shown. 

A short description is shown to the user before starting the appropriate example. 

 

• Extras annotation sample – a sample demonstrating the usage of the extras 

annotations for populating the Activity fields from the extras values 

• Clear and reload data – this example shows how we can replace the database of 

the application, it reloads all the data, and it also deletes the data from the input 

form example 

• ECLA - Customers – this sample demonstrates the usage of the ECLA with 

various data groups, the first group are customers arranged by the distance from the 

current device location (with enabled big text fast scroll for distance groups, in the 

radius of the 10km) and the second group are customers arranged by their name 

with full text search (based on the Name, Surname and Street columns); we can 

also see the customer object detail after clicking the customer entity in the list, 

the activity can be seen in Figure 20 

• ECLA - Orders  – an another example of the ECLA showing the implementation 

of the recent days groups, custom click action (the order note is shown after the 

click) and computed columns (the second line contains the total computed price of 

the order without VAT) 
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• ECLA - Orders with custom headers – this activity shows the custom headers 

implementation (each header contains the number of the orders in the specified 

day), and it also has implemented the scroll to group provider which will scroll the 

list to the current day 

• ECLA - Articles  – the last example of the ECLA, which shows the spinner filter 

implementation and the styling of the list items, the activity can be seen in 

Figure 19 and the most of the code needed to implement this activity is shown 

in Appendix G (notice that the code is relatively short) 

• Map pins activity – this activity displays the customers that are in 10km radius 

(according to the current device position), it also implements the custom click 

action which will display the name of the customer on the map, the activity can be 

seen in Figure 22 

• Select position activity – an example of the activity for selecting the position on 

the map by performing the long click, after closing the activity by the OK button 

the selected position is shown in the toast 

• Signing activity – the activity which demonstrates the capture of the user's 

signature, the activity can be seen in Figure 23 

• Form activity  – the activity demonstrating the usage of the input form (the form 

definition – fill_form.xml can be found in the assets folder in the application 

project), the red labeled items are required, the first photo will include the GPS 

position (if the position could be loaded) information to the EXIF, the last 

checkbox will display (if checked) extra combo box for selecting the color, 

when the value “other” is selected, the edit text control for entering the custom 

color is shown; if the form is valid and saved, it is exported as a ZIP file 

(exportedForm.zip) to the ABCDemo folder, located on the device external storage, 

the activity can be seen in Figure 21 

• Entity object detail activity  – demonstration of the read-only form (entity detail) 

activity (the definition of the read-only form can be found in the ro_form.xml file, 

located in the assets folder in the application project), it shows demonstration of the 

custom click action (Mobile and Phone fields; it dials the specified number), 

and the conditional style applied to the VisitFrequency column (text color is red if 

the value is less than 20, black otherwise), the data source for this activity is 

the CustomerDB object 
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• Entity XML detail activity  – the same case as in the Entity object detail activity, 

but the data source for this activity is the XML file (the data source XML file 

ro_form_data.xml can be found in the assets folder in the application project) 

• CSV Export – this activity shows an example of exporting the data to a CSV file, 

all the customers are exported to the file which is located on the external storage 

ABCDemo/customers.csv, it also shows the demonstration of the custom field 

processing during the CSV data export 

• CSV Import  – demonstration of importing the data from the CSV file, data are 

imported from the csvPairs.csv file (located in the assets folder) to the 

CSVDataPairDB object and then they are displayed in the toast, this example also 

shows the implementation of the custom import field processer 

• Intent service sample – an example of delegating the time-consuming tasks to 

the IntentService and sending the result back to the activity using 

the BroadcastReceiver 

 

As we can see, these samples cover a significant part of the analyzed applications (not all 

of the created components were used in this sample application, the classes that were not used 

are, for example, various utility classes or the EncryptedSharedPreferences).  

We can also notice that the amount of the code that is required for these samples using the 

proposed reusable components is significantly smaller compared to the amount of the code 

created while implementing this functionality from the scratch. The first reason for this is that 

there is a significant part of the data logic done in these components and the second reason is 

that some of the code can be shared across the activities (like in the ECLA samples, where 

almost all the ECLA activities have the same view and activity classes). 
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Figure 19 - Example of the filtered article list 

Figure 22 - Example of the map pins 
activity 

Figure 20 - Example of the two data items in 
the one activity with distance groups and the 
big text fast scroll 

 

Figure 21 - Example of the input form activity 
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Figure 23 - Example of the signature capture activity 

 

                                      
 

 
 
 
Figure 24 - Example of the customer list 
activity from the real application 

Figure 25 - Example of the store activity 
from the real application 
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Conclusion 

In this master thesis, we have analyzed several mobile business applications running on the 

Android platform. Based on this analysis, we have defined the key elements of the business 

mobile applications. Then, we have analyzed the most common activities and services of such 

applications, and, based on this, we have proposed a set of reusable components. Most of the 

proposed components were successfully implemented, even though not all of the proposed 

components were implemented, the implemented components cover a significant part of the 

analyzed applications, and they show the way how such components can be designed and 

implemented. The implementation part also contains some utility and helper classes whose 

purpose may not directly flow from the analysis, but most of these classes will help 

developers with routine tasks. The biggest advantage of these components is their universality 

and the maintainability of the code based on them. 

We have also discussed the way how the data model for these applications can be 

designed, generated and implemented. This approach defines the unified way for designing 

the data model and also the way for creating a data model with the company that is 

responsible for the customization of the ERP/CRM system of the contractor. This unified way 

is especially useful for companies whose core business is the development of mobile business 

applications. 

The sample mobile Android application shows the usage of the major part of the proposed 

components on sample data. We can also see in the application samples that the usage of these 

components is straightforward and the amount of the code to implement the activities/services 

by using the proposed components is significantly smaller than the amount of the code that 

would be needed to implement these activities/services from scratch. The amount of data that 

is used in the samples is common in mobile business applications, showing that these 

components can handle such amount of data without any problem (including a slight 

overhead, caused by the universality of these components). 

Rapid Development 
The proposed components (in the unchanged form) were used for the implementation of 

the new mobile business application for the one company using one of the analyzed 

applications. This application has a very similar functionality to the analyzed application, but 

it uses slightly different data, and it is used by a different kind of users than the users that use 

the analyzed application. Since the number of the changes in the new application was really 
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considerable, it was decided that this would be a new stand-alone application rather than 

a modification of an existing application. 

The most significant amount of time was saved during the design and implementation of 

the data model because all the data model classes (classes for the DB persistence and for 

communication with the ERP system via SOAP) were generated from the data model 

definition document. 

Comparing the overall code of both applications could be misleading, since 

the applications use a different amount of data tables and they implement different 

functionality. However, when we compare the amount of code that is needed to implement the 

same features in both applications, we get comparable results. The following table (Table 4) 

contains the comparison of the amount of code needed to implement the parts/activities in the 

original application and the amount needed to implement the parts/activities in the newly 

created application using reusable components. 

 

Table 4 - Overview of the main components of both applications 

Component name Lines of code – 
original application 

Lines of code – new 
application 

% saving 

Customer list 1387 199 86% 

Orders activity 1031 413 60% 

Store activity 813 825 0% 

Article list 2127 509 76% 

Invoices after due date 403 142 64% 

Customer card 1851 942 50% 

SOAP Proxy 1898 740 61% 

Average 1358 538 60% 

 

We have only compared the code that is needed to implement the activity/part 

functionality; the code (most often UI elements or helper classes) that is reused across 

the activities is not included in the previous table (for any of the applications). As we can see, 

the average save of the code is 60%. The fact that in case of the store activity there is no 

saving of the code is due to the fact that in the new application the store activity contains 

more complex logic and layout (in fact, it consists of two separate stocks, and the data query 

joins several tables to get the result). 
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Using these components makes the final code of the application much shorter, more 

readable and more maintainable. At the moment (August 2014), the application passes 

acceptance testing, and the deployment of the application to the production environment is 

planned for October 2014. Examples of the activities from this application which were made 

using the proposed components can be seen in Figure 24 and Figure 25. 

Future Work 
Since this work (including the application mentioned in the previous chapter) has verified 

that these components are applicable in practice on real applications, these components will 

continue to be developed and extended. 

The first task will be to implement the unimplemented components and then to extend the 

implementation of the current components. The main extension of the components will 

include the following steps. 

To extend the validation of the input forms and implement the new items to the input forms 

(specifically the items for reading the NFC tags, the item for reading the 1D/2D barcodes, 

the item for the repeatable section, the item for capturing the signature of the user, 

and the item which will allow marking the geographic area). 

Implementing the new component for capturing the signature of the user, including 

the biometric data, using the special YuFu stylus (21) (connected to the mobile device via 

Bluetooth). This component was originally intended to be a part of this work, but the YuFu 

stylus is still not available yet (the expected date of shipping was originally planned for June 

of 2014). 

To extend the read-only forms (entity details) with the feature that will allow to display 

the data from the foreign tables. 

Implementing new metadata attributes to the tool for generating the data model, especially 

metadata for the foreign tables and for converting between different types of geographic 

coordinates. 

Future Android Support for Business Mobile Applications 
At the Google I/O conference 2014 in June 2014, a preview of the new version of Android 

with the code name Android L (version 4.5, API level 20) was introduced. Google realized 

that Android applications are being used more and more for business purposes, so Android L 

comes with some interesting features for mobile business applications (besides the features 

for the Android wear devices).  
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An application that has administrator rights on the device can create a separate profile 

(with specific settings) that coexists with the main user account. 

The new class, PdfRenderer, enables rendering a PDF file (its one page) as a bitmap. 

Therefore, applications can use this feature to print (e.g., applications can print the PDF file 

on a ZEBRA printer without having separate print templates in CPCL) or view PDF files 

without 3rd-party libraries, or applications can show the part of the PDF file where users enter 

their signature on the background of the sign activity. 

A task locking feature enables the application to enter into a "kiosk mode," when users 

cannot leave the application or another application cannot start new activities (like incoming 

phone call). Also, notifications (like new SMS messages) are disabled while the application 

uses the task lock feature. The main use of task locking is in the applications such as form 

filling or eLearning applications where it is undesirable to distract the user's attention. 

The last interesting feature (JobScheduler) is the new approach to background tasks with 

the purpose of optimizing battery life. We can specify the conditions to the JobScheduler 

when the task should be launched. These conditions can be, for example, if the device is 

plugged in, the device is idle for at least 20 minutes or the device is connected to an 

unmetered network. 

All these features are supposed to be accessible in lower versions of Android through 

support libraries. The final version of Android L should be available in late 2014. 
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A. List of Analyzed Applications 

This appendix contains the list of analyzed applications (with a short description). 

 
APP1 – An implementation for a company that sells agricultural commodities and fertilizers, 

used by eight users for accessing data from the ERP, creating orders and signing contracts 

APP2 – An implementation for a company that distributes tobacco products, used by 80 users 

for accessing data from the ERP, creating orders, filling marketing surveys and for the 

acquisition of new customers 

APP3 – An implementation for a company that distributes tobacco products, used by 18 users 

for accessing data from the ERP, creating orders and filling marketing surveys 

APP4 – An implementation for a company that sells alcoholic beverages, used by 70 users for 

accessing data from the ERP, creating orders, handling of claims, collecting the data about 

competitors and for sales support  

APP5 – An implementation for a company that distributes alcoholic beverages, used by 90 

users for getting information about route itinerary and delivering goods 

APP6 – An analysis for a company that sells electronics designated for 35 users to do 

inventory checks, to have actual information from the ERP about the goods, to view reports 

and statistics for each store  

APP7 – An analysis for a company which distributes goods for a network of newsagents, 

designated for 30 users to do checks of the stores, monitoring compliance of the contractual 

terms, service repairs and price monitoring 

APP8 – An analysis for a company that distributes tobacco products designated for 45 users 

for creating orders and monitoring of stores 

APP9 – An implementation for a company which distributes drugstore goods, used by 25 

users to sales support, collecting information about the customers and price monitoring 

APP10 – An implementation for a company which distributes drugstore goods, used by 25 

users for creating orders (including printing) and reporting information from the store 

APP11 – An analysis for a group of companies that supplies gas stations, designated for 90 

users to create and sign orders, finding new customers and reporting information from the gas 

stations  

APP12 – An analysis for a company which distributes nonalcoholic beverages, designated for 

500 users to create transfer orders, sales support and marketing campaigns  
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APP13 – An implementation for a company that collects debts, used by nine users to have 

immediate access to the ERP for information about debtors, creating a logbook and filling 

surveys 

APP14 – An implementation for a company that distributes food, used by 12 users to have 

information about the route itinerary, delivering foods and collecting orders 

APP15 – An implementation for a company which distributes tobacco products, used by six 

users to complete orders in the warehouse 

APP16 – An implementation for a company which distributes pastry, used by eight users to 

delivery goods and creating new orders 

APP17 – An implementation for a company which distributes plants, used by nine users to 

delivery goods and collecting orders 

APP18 – An implementation for a company which distributes car parts, used by 11 users for 

creating orders 
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B. List of Used Technologies in Analyzed Applications 

This appendix contains the list of technologies (with a link to download) that were used for 

creating the analyzed applications. 

 
ACRA – http://acra.ch/ 

AspectJ – https://eclipse.org/aspectj/ 

iTextPDF – http://itextpdf.com/ 

Jcoord – http://www.jstott.me.uk/jcoord/ 

kSOAP2 – https://code.google.com/p/ksoap2-android/ 

OrmLite – http://ormlite.com/ 

ZSDK – http://www.zebra.com/sdk 

StarIOPort – http://www.starmicronics.com/support/technologycategorydetail.aspx?id=39  

ActionBarSherlock – http://actionbarsherlock.com/ 

Support library – http://developer.android.com/tools/support-library/index.html 

Google play services – https://developer.android.com/google/play-services/index.html 

Google analytics SDK – https://developers.google.com/analytics/devguides/collection/android 

CustomFastScrollView – https://github.com/nolanlawson/CustomFastScrollViewDemo/  

PinnedHeaderListView – http://blog.peterkuterna.net/2011/05/pinned-header-listview-as-in-

contacts.html  
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C. Sample Application Build Instructions 

The source codes of the sample application can be found on the attached CD in the 

sampleApp folder. The Android project can be opened in the Eclipse Standard Luna (4.4.0) 

with installed ADT plugin (version 23.0.0.1245622) and installed Android SDK Tools rev. 

23.0.2 with Android 4.4.2. API and SDK platform. We have to reference the google-play-

services_lib (located in the src folder) and project BigTextFastScrollView (located in the src 

folder) to the sample application project. Both of these projects have to be referenced as the 

Android project (because they contain the view components). The next thing is that we have 

to enable annotation processing for Android Annotations. In the Eclipse, we just right-click 

the project in the project explorer and select the Properties. In the properties window, we 

navigate to Java Compiler -> Annotation Processing and check the Enable annotation 

processing option (to enable this option we need sometimes to check the Enable project 

specific settings). Also, make sure that the Generated source directory is set to the 

“.apt_generated” directory. In the Java Compiler - > Annotation Processing -> Factory Path 

we need to add the path to the androidannotations-3.0.1.jar (located in the compile-libs folder 

of the project). The last thing is to set the Compiler compliance level to 1.6 value in the Java 

Compiler settings. If the application is built properly, it will show the toast message at the 

dashboard screen after the application starts. The message is “Android annotations OK”, 

indicating that we have properly set the annotations processing. If the application is started for 

the first time, the button “Clear and reload data” must be pressed to load data to the 

application. For compiling the project, there is included the build.xml file in the project root 

folder. 

The compiled application APK can be uploaded to the mobile phone via the Eclipse or 

ADB. The simplest way to install the application to a mobile phone is to send the APK file as 

the attachment to the email account which is registered in the mobile phone and install the 

APK file from the attachment (for this approach the Installation from unknown sources has to 

be enabled on the mobile phone). 
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D. CD Content 

The enclosed CD contains this document in the PDF format (in the thesis folder), 

the compiled APK of the sample application and tools for generating the data model classes in 

the bin folder, the source codes (including libraries required to compile the application) of the 

sample application in the sampleApp folder, the source codes of the proposed components in 

the src folder (including the libraries required for compiling the component project:  

google-play-services_lib and BigTextFastScrollView). The documentation of the source 

codes (for the demo application and the components project) is located in the doc folder. 
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E. Parameters and Properties of the Proposed Components 

This appendix contains described parameters and properties for part of the proposed 

components. 

 

The following list contains the cursor data list item properties that we can set: 

• dataRawCursor – a raw query string for creating Cursor to obtain data from the 

database, each query has to have a column named “_id” 

• id – a unique integer id of the data item 

• cursorFactory – an implementation of the ICursorFactory responsible for creating 

database cursors 

• dataGroupRawCursor – a raw query string for querying item groups (if any) from 

the database 

• isFilterable – it determines if the list of items is filterable 

• fastScrollType – it defines the fast scroll type, values can be None for no fast 

scroll, FastScroll for standard fast scroll and BigTextFastScroll for big text fast 

scroll 

• headerStyle – it defines the style of group headers, values can be None for no 

headers, Header for the standard headers and PinnedHeader for the pinned headers 

• name – the string name of the data item 

• positionType – it defines type of the current device position which is loaded by the 

activity, None for no position, GPS for GPS position, BTS for position based on 

BTS interpolation and GPSBTS for GPS or BTS position (depends on which will 

be loaded first) 

• staticFilterText  – a string which is applied as the WHERE clause to the data raw 

cursor 

• contentObserverUris – an array of URIs of content observers, activity will listen 

to these URIs; if the observer is notified, the data cursor is requeried 

• filterFields  – a list of columns that should be filtered by the user input 

• splitKeywords – it determines if the user filter input should be split to individual 

keywords  

• normalizeKeywords – it determines if the user filter input should be normalized 
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• requeryOn – it defines when the cursor is requeried, possible values are 

OnResume, OnActivityResult, OnResumeAndResult and None 

• requestCode – if item click action is set to start a new activity, this property will 

be used as a parameter for startActivityForResult method 

• clickExtras – it defines which extras are passed to the newly started activity on the 

item click 

• clickExtrasCursorFields – it defines which values are assigned to click extras 

fields, based on columns from the cursor 

• dataGroupComparator – it specifies the data group comparator, if the list uses 

groups 

• clickActivity  – a name of the activity that should be started on the item click 

• positionTimerTimeout – a timeout for loading the device position in seconds 

• isClickable – it defines if the list item is clickable 

• pleaseWaitText – a text that is displayed as the caption of the wait dialogs 

• loadingPositionText – a text that is displayed in the wait dialog during position 

loading 

• couldNotLoadPositionText – a text that is displayed if the position cannot be 

loaded 

• loadingDataText – a text that is displayed during the data loading 

• couldNotLoadDataText – a text that is displayed if there occurs some error while 

loading the data 

• couldNotLoadGroupsText – a text that is displayed if there occurs an error while 

loading the group data 

• viewFiller  – an implementation of IListViewFiller that defines how the items of the 

list will be populated with data 

• pinnedHeaderResourceID – an id of the resource that is used for pinned header 

view 

• bigTextFastScrollResrouceID – an id of the big text fast scroll container 

• couldNotShowDetailText – a text that is shown when the click on the item fails 

• searchType – it defines the input that will be used for filtering the items, current 

possible values are None or EditText 

• searchResrouceId – an id of the resource that is used as the input for the filter text 
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• gpsCircleRadius – it defines a circle with a specified radius (in meters) with 

a center located in the current device position, all cursor items are filtered to be in 

this circle (based on their columns with GPS coordinates) 

• showLoadingWaitDialog – it determines if the wait dialog is displayed during the 

data loading 

• clickAction  – it defines the type of action which is executed after the click on the 

item, values can be None, StartActivity, StartAction, FinishActivity, 

FinishWithResult 

• clickIntentAction  – if the clickAction is set to StartAction this defines the type of 

the action 

• clickIntentActionUriFactory  – an implementation of the interface 

IDataCursorUriFactory to create URI for an action if the clickAction is set to the 

StartAction 

• clickIntentActionDataType  – the type of data that are used to execute an action 

(e.g. text/pdf) 

• resultCode – a result code that is returned if the activity was started using 

startActivityForResult 

• customItemClickAction – a custom implementation of the item click action by 

implementing the IItemClickCursorAction interface 

• customItemLongClickAction – a custom implementation of a long item click 

action implementing the IItemLongClickCursorAction interface 

• noDataText – a text that is displayed if the data cursor contains no data 

• noDataViewID – the TextView component which will display the noDataText 

• contextMenuTitle – a title of the item context menu 

• contextMenuItems – items for the context menu 

• contextMenuProvider – an implementation of the ICursorContextMenuProvider 

to create custom context menu 

• filterFieldsWhereConditions – a type of conditions which are applied to the 

filteredFields, conditions can have value  IS, EQUAL, IS_NOT, NOT_EQUAL, 

GT, GTE, LT, LTE, LIKE, LIKE_WILD_BOTH, LIKE_WILD_LEFT, 

LIKE_WILD_RIGHT, STRING_EQUAL, STRING_NOT_EQUAL 

• spinnerCursorFilter  – an implementation of the ISpinnerCursorFilter for filtering 

data based on the spinner controls 
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• etSearchHint – a hint that is displayed in the user filter input 

• groupsProvider – it is used when applications do not have groups for the data in 

the cursor; groups can be passed by implementing the IGroupsProvider 

• scrollToGroupProvider  – a provider that allows user to scroll to the beginning of 

a given group in the list by implementing IScrollToCursorGroupProvider 

• splitString  – if the splitKeywords property is set, this string will be used to split the 

individual keywords 

• isFastScrollAlwaysVisible – it defines if the fast scroll handle is always visible  

 

Here are described the parameters that we can set for the input form activity:  

• CONTENT_VIEW_ID  – the view for the activity, the activity does not have any 

default view; we have to create one 

• IS_READONLY  – it determines if the form is shown as read-only 

• INPUT_FORM_DB_CLASS – a class that implements the IInputFormDB 

interface for saving and loading data to/from database, passing only the Class and 

not the instance of the class is because, this class can contain some non-serializable 

objects; parameterless constructor and the constructor with Context parameter are 

supported 

• IMAGE_PERSISTENT_STORAGE_CLASS – a class that implements the 

IImagePersitentStore interface for storing images from the form 

• FORM_DEFINITION_PROVIDER  – an implementation of the 

IFormDefinitionProvider to obtain the definition of the form 

• LOGGER  – an implementation of the ILoger interface for logging exceptions 

• FORM_ID  – the unique ID of the form 

• COULD_NOT_LOAD_FORM_TEXT  – the text that is shown when the form 

cannot be loaded 

• BTN_SAVE_ID – an id of the button for saving the form 

• FORM_NOT_VALID_TEXT  – a text that is shown when the form is not valid 

• DIALOG_OK_BUTTON_TEXT – a text for the button to confirm the save 

dialog 

• DIALOG_CANCEL_BUTTON_TEXT  – a text for the button to cancel the save 

dialog 
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• COULD_NOT_SAVE_THE_FORM_TEXT  – a text that is shown when the 

form cannot be saved 

• CANCEL_FORM_DIALOG_CAPTION_TEXT  – a caption text for the save 

dialog 

• CANCEL_FORM_DIALOG_TEXT  – a message for the save dialog 

• TITLE_TEXT – the title of the activity 

• LOADING_FORM_TEXT – a text which is displayed when the form is loading 

• PLEASE_WAIT_TEXT – a caption text of the wait dialog 

• FORM_CONTAINER_ID – an id of a container view to which a form will be 

rendered 

• RETURN_FILLED_FORM – it determines if the filled form XML should be 

returned to the caller activity  

• FORM_SAVED_TEXT  – a text that is shown when the form is successfully saved 

• SAVING_DATA_TEXT – a text that is shown when the form is saving to the 

database 

• SPINNER_DROP_DOWN_VIEW_ID – an id of the view that is used as the drop 

down view for the spinners 

 

The next list describes the parameters that we can set for the map pins activity:  

• MAP_VIEW_ID  – an id of the map view component (MapFragment), 

this parameter is required 

• CONTENT_VIEW_ID  – the view for the map activity, the activity does not have 

any default view; we have to create one, this parameter is required 

• ZOOM_LEVEL  – it represents how much the map view will be zoomed after 

initialization, the default value is 12 

• TITLE  – the title of the activity 

• COULD_NOT_LOAD_MAPS  – an error string which is displayed when there is 

a problem with the maps or with the maps API 

• LOADING_POSITION_STRING  – a string displayed in the wait dialog when 

the activity is loading the position 

• LOADING_DATA_STRING  – a string displayed in the wait dialog when the 

activity is loading data to be displayed on the map 

• PLEASE_WAIT_STRING  – a caption text of all wait dialogs 
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• COULD_NOT_LOAD_POSITION_STRING  – an error string that is shown 

when the activity cannot not load the position 

• POSITION_TIMER_TIMEOUT  – a timeout in seconds to load the position, 

the default value is 30 seconds 

• LOGGER  – a logger which implements the ILoger interface for logging the 

exceptions 

• DRAW_MY_POSITION  – a boolean parameter indicating if the current location 

of the device should be displayed on the map 

• PIN_DATA_ITEMS  – a list of the MapPinsCursorDataItemV2 objects which 

defines where the activity should take data and how they should be displayed 

(properties of the MapPinsCursorDataItemV2 are described later), since we can 

have one or more data items, we can display different entities on the map 

(for example we can display normal customers, and we can display the VIP 

customers in a different way on the same map), this parameter is required 

• START_AT_LAT  – the latitude of the position which should be in the center 

of the map after initialization 

• START_AT_LNG  – the longitude of the position which should be in the center 

of the map after initialization 

 

The following list contains the map pin cursor data item V2 properties that we can set: 

• dataRawCursor – a raw query cursor string to obtain the data from the database 

• id – the id of the current data item 

• cursorFactory – an implementation of the ICursorFactory interface responsible for 

creating the cursor based on a raw query string 

• name – the name of the current data item 

• clickActivity  – it defines the activity which should be started when user clicks the 

entity 

• isClickable – it defines if the displayed entities are clickable 

• couldNotShowDetailText – a string that is shown when an error occurs while 

retrieving detailed information about the entity 

• gpsCircleRadius – it defines the radius of the geo zone with the center in the 

current device position; selected entities will be inside this geo zone 
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• showLoadingWaitDialog – it determines if there will be displayed a loading 

dialog during loading data to the map 

• clickIntentAction  – an intent action that should be executed if the user clicks the 

entity (e.g. ACTION_VIEW) 

• clickIntentActionDataType  – a mime type of the intent action data 

(e.g. text/plain) 

• isVisible – it defines if the data from this item should be displayed on the map 

• staticFilterText  – a static filter text that we can provide to the raw query 

• couldNotLoadDataText – a text which is displayed when there occurs an error 

during data loading 

• resultCode – if the click action is defined to finish the activity, we can set the 

result code by this property 

• clickExtras – extras that are passed to the newly started intent (or to the calling 

activity) 

• clickExtrasCursorFields – values retrieved from the cursor for the appropriate 

extras from the clickExtras array 

• clickAction  – a type of the click action – None, StartActivity, StartAction, 

FinishActivity or FinishWithResult 

• customItemClickAction – if none of the click action types fits our needs, we can 

implement the custom click action for each entity as the implementation of the 

IMapPinClickCursorActionV2 interface 

• clickIntentActionUriFactory  – if we have selected the StartAction as the click 

action type, we need to define the URI factory as the implementation of the 

IDataCursorUriFactory interface which will create the URI of the action 

• pinViewFiller  – an implementation of the IPinViewFillerV2 interface which 

defines the drawable which will be used as a push pin and also the view for the 

entity detail 

• anchorPushPinV – it specifies the anchor6 of the pushpin drawable in the 

V direction 

                                                 
 
6 More about the anchor mechanism can be found in this site 
http://developer.android.com/reference/com/google/android/gms/maps/model/MarkerOptions.html#anchor(float, 
float) 
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• anchorPushPinU – it specifies the anchor of the pushpin drawable in the 
U direction 

The following list contains described parameters which we can set for the select position 

activity:  

• LATITUDE  – the default latitude position of the pushpin on the map 

• LONGITUDE  – the default longitude position of the pushpin on the map 

• PIN_DRAWABLE_ID  – an id of the drawable from the resources that will be 

used for the pushpin 

• MAP_VIEW_ID  – an id of the map view container 

• CONTENT_VIEW_ID  – the view for the activity, the activity does not have any 

default view; we have to create one 

• ANCHOR_U – it specifies the anchor of the pushpin drawable in the U direction 

• ANCHOR_V  – it specifies the anchor of the pushpin drawable in the V direction 

• LOADING_POSITION_STRING  – a string which is displayed in the wait dialog 

while loading the position 

• PLEASE_WAIT_STRING  – a caption text of the wait dialog 

• COULD_NOT_LOAD_POSITION_STRING  – a string that is displayed when 

the position of the device cannot be load 

• COULD_NOT_LOAD_MAPS  – a string which is displayed when there is 

a problem with loading the map content or initializing the map 

• SELECT_BUTTON_ID  – an id of the button that closes the activity and sends the 

selected position to the caller activity 

• ZOOM_LEVEL  – it determines how much the map will be zoomed 

• POSITION_TIMER_TIMEOUT  – a timeout in seconds to load the position, 

the default value is 30 seconds 

• TITLE_TEXT – the title of the activity 

 

In the next list, there are described the parameters that we can set for the signing activity:  

• CONTENT_VIEW_ID  – the view for the activity, the activity does not have any 

default view; we have to create one 

• CANVAS_CONTAINER_ID  – a container control for the signature canvas 

• LOGGER  – an instance of the ILoger interface for logging the exceptions 
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• MESSAGE_TEXT_VIEW_ID  – an id of the text view for displaying the extra 

message 

• MESSAGE – the message that will be displayed on the top of the signature 

• SIGNATURE_COLOR  – the color of the signature 

• SIGNATURE_CANVAS_BG_COLOR  – the color of the signature background 

• SIGNATURE_STROKE_WIDTH  – the width of the signature stroke 

• OK_BUTTON_ID  – the id of the button to confirm the signature 

• CANCEL_BUTTON_ID  – the id of the button to cancel the signature 

• CLEAR_BUTTON_ID  – the id of the button to clear the signature canvas 

• SIGNATURE_RETURN_TYPE  – it indicates how the captured signature will be 

stored or returned, the values can be - AS_FILE_SD_CARD, 

AS_FILE_INTERNAL, AS_FILE_CUSTOM, AS_BITMAP_BYTE_ARRAY 

• SIGNATURE_REQUIRED_TEXT  – a string with the text that says the signature 

is required 

• SIGNATURE_CUSTOM_FILE_PATH  – if the SIGNATURE_RETURN_TYPE 

is set to the AS_FILE_CUSTOM value, this will be the path to the custom file 

• SIGNATURE_SAVE_FAILED_TEXT  – the text which is displayed when the 

saving of the signature fails 

• SIGNATURE_PATH  – the path to the saved signature 

• SIGNATURE_DATA  – the returned signature as a byte array 

• TITLE_TEXT – the title of the activity 
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F. Sample Form Definitions 

Example of the XML data source for the entity detail (read-only form) activity: 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<data xmlns="http://abc.programm.cz/AndroidFormDataDefinition.xsd"> 

    <dataItem value="b26cc006-e5ac-487a-8b33-fc98b9038c55" fieldID="CustomerDB_ID" 
dataType="Guid" /> 

    <dataItem value="Jan" fieldID="CustomerDB_Name" dataType="String" /> 

    <dataItem value="Novák" fieldID="CustomerDB_Surname" dataType="String" /> 
    <dataItem value="Bíla" fieldID="CustomerDB_Street" dataType="String" /> 

    <dataItem value="Praha" fieldID="CustomerDB_City" dataType="String" /> 

    <dataItem value="23" fieldID="CustomerDB_HouseNumber" dataType="Int32" /> 
    <dataItem value="A" fieldID="CustomerDB_Type" dataType="String" /> 

    <dataItem value="25" fieldID="CustomerDB_VisitFrequency" dataType="Int32" /> 

    <dataItem value="89905236" fieldID="CustomerDB_CRN" dataType="String" /> 

    <dataItem value="CZ98805203" fieldID="CustomerDB_VATNumber" dataType="String" /> 
    <dataItem value="+420 985 203 556" fieldID="CustomerDB_Mobile" dataType="String"/> 

    <dataItem value="+420 423 659 999" fieldID="CustomerDB_Phone" dataType="String" /> 

    <dataItem value="50" fieldID="CustomerDB_GPSLat" dataType="Double" /> 
    <dataItem value="15" fieldID="CustomerDB_GPSLon" dataType="Double" /> 

    <dataItem value="jan.novak@bilaPraha23.cz" fieldID="CustomerDB_Email" 

dataType="String" /> 
</data> 

 

Example of the input form definition: 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<form xmlns="http://abc.programm.cz/AndroidFormFillDefinition.xsd" id="testInputForm" 

label="Test input form" hint=""> 

<checkbox id="chbHasBeenApproved" label="Has been approved" /> 
     <combobox id="cbType" label="Type"> 

      <comboboxitem id="cbt1" text="new" /> 

  <comboboxitem id="cbt2" text="used" /> 
   </combobox> 

     <date id="dateDate" label="Date" /> 

     <time id="timeTime" label="Time" /> 

     <label id="lblPhotos" text="Photos:" /> 
     <photo id="phFirstPhoto" label="First photo (GPS)" gps="true" required="true" 

width="640" height="480" /> 

     <photo id="phSecondPhoto" label="Second photo" gps="false" required="true" 
width="640" height="480" /> 

     <line height="3" color="-16776961"/> 

     <checkbox id="chbExtraInfo" label="Add extra info" groupToHide="extraInfo" /> 
     <combobox id="chbColor" label="Color" group="extraInfo"> 

        <comboboxitem id="chbc1" text="red" /> 

  <comboboxitem id="chbc2" text="yellow" selected="true" /> 
      <comboboxitem id="chbc3" text="blue" /> 

  <comboboxitem id="chbc4" text="green" /> 

  <comboboxitem id="chbc5" text="orange" /> 

  <comboboxitem id="chbc6" text="purple" /> 
  <comboboxitem id="chbc7" text="other" other="true"/> 

   </combobox> 

</form> 
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G. Example of the Article List Implementation Using the ECLA 

This appendix shows the code which is needed to implement the article list activity in the 

sample application using the ECLA. 

 

Code to get the intent which launches the activity: 

Intent artIntent = new Intent(act, ABCDemoBaseCursorListActivity.class); 

CurListDataItem articles = new ArtCurDataItem(act.getApplicationContext()); 
 

ArrayList<CurListDataItem> dataItems = new ArrayList<CurListDataItem>(); 

dataItems.add(articles); 
 

artIntent.putParcelableArrayListExtra(CurListAct.EXTRA_DATA_ITEMS, dataItems); 

artIntent.putExtra(CurListAct.EXTRA_VIEW, R.layout.activity_abcdemo_base_list); 

artIntent.putExtra(CurListAct.EXTRA_DEFAULT_VIEW_TYPE, 1); 

artIntent.putExtra(CurListAct.EXTRA_LOGGER, Logger.getInstance()); 
artIntent.putExtra(CurListAct.EXTRA_TITLE, "Articles"); 

   

return artIntent; 

         

Code to setup the articles cursor list data item: 

this.setDataRawCursor("SELECT " + ArtDB.Code_COL + ", " + ArtDB.Code_COL + " AS " + 

CursorListAdapter.ID_COL + " , " + ArtDB.Name_COL + ", " + ArtDB.CanBeSold_COL + ", " 
+ ArtDB.Container_COL + ", " + ArtDB.Price_COL + ", " + ArtDB.VAT_COL + 

" FROM " + ArtDB.TABLE_NAME + " " + CursorListDataItem.PLACE_HOLDER_WHERE + 

" ORDER BY " + ArtDB.Name_COL + " COLLATE LOCALIZED"); 
 

LetCurComp czLetCompar = new LetCurComp(ArtDB.Name_COL,CzechHelper.getSpecChars()); 
 

setDataGroupRawCursor(czLetCompar.getLetGroupCur(ArtDB.Name_COL, ArtDB.TABLE_NAME)); 
setDataGroupComparator(czLetCompar); 
 

setClickable(false); 

setClickAction(ClickActionType.None); 
 

getViewFiller().setDataFiller(new ArticlesTwoLineImageItemFiller()); 
 

setFilterable(true); 

setFilterFields(new String[]{ArtDB.Name_NORMALIZED_COL,ArtDB.Code_COL}); 

setSearchType(SearchType.EditText); 

setSearchResourceId(R.id.et_Search); 
setEtSearchHint(cntx.getString(R.string.ArticleListActivity_et_Search_hint)); 
 

ISpinnerCursorFilter spinnerFilter = new ArticleListSpinnerCursorFilter(); 
 

setSpinnerCursorFilter(spinnerFilter); 

setFastScrollType(FastScrollType.BigTextFastScroll); 

setFastScrollAlwaysVisible(true); 
 

Code to populate the rows of the article list item: 

return dataCur.getString(dataCur.getColumnIndex(ArtDB.Code_COL)); 
 

return dataCur.getString(dataCur.getColumnIndex(ArtDB.Name_COL)) + " , " + 

dataCur.getString(dataCur.getColumnIndex(ArtDB.Container_COL)); 


